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The old mage quietly began to speak...
"You must have heard the legends of these Halls from the tales told by father to son for many generations. The wealth of the dwarves and the fabulously intricate jewellery that they create must have reached even the uncivilised ears of these regions. In the Kasar mountains, at the foot of triple-peaked Yetzin, there is a wide valley running to the south, a valley that was once holy to the trolls and goblins that inhabit those blasted wastes. In this place the dwarves established their kingdom, mining deep beneath the earth for its treasures which they then crafted and shaped into artifacts rivalling those of the gods themselves. For one thousand years they lived here in peace and prosperity until the tribes from the north gathered and swept down into the south, murdering and pillaging all that lay in their path. Even the might of a dwarven stronghold could not stop them...

an exciting scenario by TORTURED SOULS! with realistic settings from ENDLESS PLANS

£7.95

Can be expanded with the introductory scenario in issue 6 of Tortured Souls! magazine, and with the other sets of Endless Plans (5 boxed sets available).

Set 1 in THE COMPLETE DUNGEON MASTER series
Made in Britain
© A & J Hickling and J Barrett t/a Integrated Games 1984

★ fully detailed 24-page scenario  ★ 12 sheets (A4) of floor plans
★ 10 scenic illustrations on artboard  ★ 4 full pages of maps, scrolls, etc.
★ 3-piece dungeon master's screen  ★ 4 large cards of NPC statistics

Suitable for use with any fantasy role-playing game system. D&D and AD&D are registered trademarks owned by TSR hobbies Inc. RuneQuest is a registered trademark owned by Chaosium Inc. Warhammer is the copyright of Games Workshop Ltd. Tortured Souls! is the copyright of Beast Enterprises Ltd. Endless Plans are the copyright of A. Hickling (Endless Games).

The Halls of the Dwarven Kings, Tortured Souls! Endless Plans and Starstone are distributed by Beast Enterprises Ltd.
What is to become of metal gaming figures? That is the question on many people’s lips as we go to press, after the astounding trebling in the cost price of casting metal recently. Already, most figure manufacturers have announced price rises, and all have warned of more to come.

Plastic figures might be one answer. Citadel are remodelling their whole range to take on snap-on plastic bases and weapons immediately, and will be launching a full range of totally plastic 30mm figures in 1985. But the investment needed for such a venture is high, and well out of the reach of smaller manufacturers.

It does seem, however, that gaming with metal figures will become more of a luxury, with the average price of a humanoid figure being 60p in 1985. It might be considered that this still represents good value for money, but the percentage price rise is a little difficult to swallow.
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FIRST ISSUES

An Introduction to Superhero Games
Part 1: Starting Adventures by Simon Burley

Many people have peculiar ideas about how to play a Superhero RPG, particularly when they bring playing styles from other games over into the world of the comics. Being a Superhero is a unique challenge and experience and refereeing a Superhero game is different from GMing most Fantasy and SF RPGs.

The only way you can really appreciate the difference between superheroics and other, equally outlandish, activities is to play a game. Though I will give alternatives and discuss different approaches to the various facets of design, planning and playing, I will take you step by step through the points that are most useful in running your first superhero adventure.

STARTING GEAR

There are several items you need to have before you can plan and play your first game. Beside all the usual role-playing impedimentia you need the rules. Now, I'm not going to recommend to you which Superhero RPG you should buy, you'll have to make up your own mind which suits you best.

Having got the rules you will need the map on which to play the game. Unlike other RPG's, the players don't draw out the map. The GM is expected to supply a scale map of the street, etc. in which the adventure is set. If you have chosen Champions or one of the various game modules, you are already supplied with two grids of 1" hexes, one with a perspectve streetmap overlay. Similarly, should you also own a copy of Boot Hill, Gangbusters, Starfrontiers et al., you could use the 15mm street maps in those games as a setting for your own games. If you do not already have a streetmap, however, and wish to use a 25mm scale for your game, draw out a 1" grid on a fairly large piece of paper. A simple streetmap will serve you well for several games; it is best to keep games outdoors, initially as superpowered types tend to feel a bit cramped indoors and often end up trashing quite a few interior walls and quaintly decorated rooms before finally shifting the battlefield to a more suitable arena. If you went building interiors, you can draw them on smaller sheets of paper and overlay them on the map. This will allow you to draw several floors for one building, alter building interiors as the locale changes etc.

Now you need figures for the heroes and villains, thugs, police, passersby etc. Metal figures do exist which are suitable for heroes and villains and it is possible to get thugs and police by buying the 1920's gangster figures. However, ordinary civilians and people, whether for hostages, NPCs or secret identities are hard to obtain.

Luckily, when it comes to the figures for player characters and villains, you should not need to fight only one or two super freeload to give familiarity with the system. Don't worry if they are weak, strong, unbalanced, weird, corny etc. Experiment to try to create powerful single option characters or useful multi-option ones, but keep the notes on every one you create. These will become your first villains.

Villains do not need to be as well-rounded or well-thought-out as the heroes, in fact they shouldn't be. Villains should be above all, two-dimensional (at most). You won't feel most comfortable playing (not the toughest or the most interesting) and select figures for them. Give them grandiose names.

Once fairly familiar with the character creation system, the GM should help the players create heroes which are similar in concept to those found in comics.

Since heroes rarely die, the players are going to be stuck with the heroes they design here, so they have to be happy with them. Use comic book examples to show what the system means in superhero terms. If a player wants a hero who is superstrong, for instance, you could ask him or her how strong by giving examples. (As strong as Captain America? Beast? Thing? Thor? Superman? Hulk?). Also, comic book heroes are already balanced - heroes who do one thing well (eg Havock) don't appear very often whereas multi-option heroes (Spiderman for instance) are very popular. Player characters should be fully rounded with a variety of attack and defence modes.

Most of all, don't be afraid to let the players have tough character-naming sessions. We're talking about superheroes here, not your average hack and slay RPG fodder. These guys should be powerful.

Each player should add finishing touches to their hero so that his or her description matches the figure they are using. If the figure is not a complete match for the hero, the figure can be converted.

Do not allow the heroes any 'starting funds' and limit their starting equipment. Unlike other games, the characters in a superhero world should be able to get by using only their 'natural' abilities and superpowers. Anyway, it is impossible to find a proper superhero figure which is covered in jet belts, radio transmitters, ray guns, gas masks, etc. No self-respecting comicbook hero would be seen dead depending on such equipment.

Having determined the hero's abilities and selected a suitable figure, the players should give some thought to naming their heroes and writing an origin for them. In one case, in my worms, one of the ubiquitous musclemen was stuck for a name until the end of his first scenario when he looked at the villain's truck he had torn the wheels and back axe off, the balcony he had chucked a thug through, and the walls he had smashed down. He decided to call himself VAN-DALE.

As to their origin, you can wait for quite a long time until they come up with one. Origins are not always revealed in the first issue of a comic, especially in those featuring superteams. A good origin should be compatible with your chosen setting and could give you some ideas for future games, but should never contain features which are forced to put into your game. An origin can be two sentences or five A4 sheets of tiny handwriting, as long as it fulfills these criteria.

PICKING THE ARENA

Comics are set in many places and many times. Before you can play your first game it is important that you decide what sort of time and arena you want to set it in. If you play Superhero 2044, for instance, you may well wish to use the superheroes ('and villains') paradise of Ingrania so lovingly detailed. Unless you have some fixed views upon the world in which you want to set your games, it is worth remembering that many comics are set in Earth 0 and it is possible to get away with it, especially New York. This is because of the familiarity of the locations to the writers and artists. Set the adventures in your own hometown or city in places that both you and your players are familiar with.

There can be one or two other differences. If you think your own area does not contain the potential for enough excitement you can always add a nuclear power station where the local park is, a missile base where the car factory is and so on.
Criminals should be rushing out of the bank with a bag labeled 'cash', leaping out of a car and grabbing an innocent woman, ramming the security van, etc. Describe what is happening to the heroes, making it perfectly clear that there is a heinous bit of villainy which must be stopped. Ask the players what they are doing. Their first action should be to change into costume. Allow them to do this without being overlooked. The thugs will perform no significant actions during this period.

If anyone is in a position where changing would appear difficult, tell them that no-one is looking their way. Anyone attacking in civilian gear should be told, firmly, that they are jeopardising their secret identity.

The heroes should now close to engage the criminals. The criminals will be, at first, boastful, overconfident and scornful. Try to make them seem threatening and don’t give away how weak they are.

Players used to other types of RPG may now begin worrying and feeling “1st level”. You, as their GM, should try to capitalise upon this paranoia by making comments about how thin superhero costumes are etc. Be sadistic, get the players as worried as you want, it makes what happens next much more enjoyable for all concerned. The heroes should now attack the thugs. Play the first round slowly and carefully, referring to the combat rules. You must get used to the system before the supervillain appears.

Make sure that you and the players understand what is happening in the game. If you have designed the thugs weak enough the battle should be enough of a foregone conclusion for you to be able to ignore the result and concentrate on how it is achieved. The heroes should give the goons a thrashing and take more damage than they can inflict upon themselves. As the heroes rapidly dispatch the crooks you should attempt to capitalise on the humour of the situation by making the villains initial scorn turn rapidly into disbelief and fear.

One of the greatest joys when you first play a Superhero RPG is discovering how tough you really are. As you punch through the air hall, you start to realise that you are the supervillain.

Just as the tide is turning in the heroes’ favour, however, you should have your supervillain make as dramatic an entrance as possible. Supervillains typically punch or blast their way out of a building, choosing to cow the populace by a demonstration of their power rather than using more convenient exits.

Alternatively, one of the heroes may have been ‘clever’. Possibly he or she ignored the thugs to scout around the rear of the bank or climbed into the security truck to see if anyone was hurt. Whatever clever action the hero performed they should be rewarded by being allowed to ‘discover’ the supervillain on their own, sneaking out of the rear entrance or hypnotising the security guards.

Regardless of the rules or any initiative systems, the game must stop for a few seconds whilst the villain makes a boastful and bombastic speech! Villains’ voices and personalities can be as individual as their costumes. Players should be allowed one unlimited right of reply to this speech and should be forced to prove themselves through their actions rather than through words.

The supervillain will now attack. The players must be made to realise that, despite the weakness of his hired help, this foe will be no pushover. You must play him as well as you can under the game system. Any crooks still remaining will rally and either attempt to aid their boss or to make their getaway. Up until now, you should have been more concerned with teaching the players the game system and instilling in them a sense of their own importance and power. Try to make the battle as colourful and exciting as possible.

When the heroes win, have the civilians, press and police thank them. Congratulate the players and start dropping strong hints that forming a superteam might be a good idea.

The reward motive is important in role-playing games. Whilst players might not play merely to become tougher the awarding of experience points does make a satisfying conclusion to a game session. You can also create new NPCs for the players. In the form of adulation from NPCs and congratulations from the GM. If you’ve followed my instructions you won’t have any further plans as yet for future games, except for some rough notes on a few supervillains. However, it doesn’t take much to have a captured thug drop a suitably vague hint about "The power should be mine!" or even "Don’t plan a much better game to cover this, after all, you do know what you’re doing now."
If you've ever been killed by the evil goblin, flamed by a dragon or turned to stone by a wizard....

then you need Micro Adventurer - the new monthly magazine devoted to all microcomputer adventures, war games and simulations.

Each issue offers a wide range of stimulating features, including:
- Helpline and Contact columns
- Reviews of the latest adventures
- Competitions with exciting prizes
- War gaming advice
- Adventures to type in and play
- Profiles of famous adventurers
- Advice on how to write your own adventures

If all this sounds too good to be true then fill in the form below to make sure you receive your copy of Micro Adventurer.

SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM
Please send me 12 issues (a year's subscription) of Micro Adventurer,
beginning with the _______ issue.

Name ____________________________

Address __________________________

Signature __________________________ Date ____________

P&P ADD 10% TO ORDERS OF LESS THAN £6.00
£6.00 OR OVER P&P FREE

RAINBOW GAMES
147 KINGS ROAD, BRENTWOOD,
ESSEX CM14 4EG

Monday-Saturday 9.00-6.30
Late Night Fridays 7.30

Come along and see the difference.

DO YOU DARE to search out the Dwarfs and Elves that have been discovered in PUTNEY!
If you must struggle through the terrors of Putney High Street, turn off opposite the deserted hulk that was Woolworth's, and there next to the fiery fishmonger......
Luxury Goods

The Moral Majority was right: fantasy role-playing games have corrupted my soul and shortly I shall offer up unhallowed prayers to terrible gods in the hope of an obscene material reward. Or, translating into English, I'm preparing a list of what I want for Xmas. A Charm Editor spell-scroll; +5 enchanted word-processor; Goblet of Perpetual Real Ale (especially that); Helm of Infallible Hangover Prevention...

Foremost on many SF readers' Xmas lists will be The Glamour (Cape 303pp £8.50), first novel in years from Christopher Priest (see photograph). Like his The Affirmation, this book bears out Aldiss's remark that SF can be at its best when turning into something else. Like The Affirmation, it's written with a cool lucidity shot with hints of unease, luring you towards shocking and fantastic revaluations of the story so far. The earliest book is vaguely related to the SF theme of parallel worlds; The Glamour relates in the same skewed way to The Invisible Man.

What is invisibility? Aha. Something you don't notice, for the time being, invisible. Hypnosis can block you from noticing a person in the same room. Invisible things lurk in your memory, invisible because they've been edited out - as always in a Priest novel - forgotten. Priest's hero is a cameraman, accustomed to editing, and also an amnesiac. Behind veils of forgetfulness, quasi-blindness and 'glamour' is a cleverly worked-out SF rationale, but - as always in a Priest novel - this too is not to be trusted. The Glamour should be read rather than described as its strange detail; hypnotic, tricky, uneasy and full of double meaning, it demands to be reread the moment you've finished. Excellent.

A present for the affluent film fan: Phil Hardy's Aurum Film Encyclopaedia Volume 2: Science Fiction [Aurum Press 400pp £17.95; Vol 1 dealt with Westerns, Vol 3 will cover Horror]. The price is high but justified; this is a huge-format quality production with over 450 photographs (some in colour). One group, in particular, should survive the heavy use it'll get from SF fans and professionals. More than 1200 SF films are covered, from one-minute fantasies in the 1890s to the big releases of 1983. Listings give title, studio, running time, and names of directors, producers, screenwriters, effects people and lead actors; besides all, there's a critical essay on each film. These mini-articles are unfailingly intelligent and provocative: they don't just describe, they analyse. I can only admire a book which notes that the awful Plan 9 from Outer Space [1956] is, though worthless, a fascinating mirror of '50s US phobias.

Laid out chronologically, the book provides a quick picture of SF filmmaking activity over the years. The index lists films alphabetically, referenced to the appropriate year. The chief omission is a 'people index', making it needlessly hard to check through - say - a particular director's films. Otherwise it's top class, for both browsing and reference. George Alien & Unwin offer three Xmas gifts with snazzy colour pictures. The inevitable 1985 Tolkien Calendar [16pp £3.95] features 12 large, painstakingly and often grumpy paintings by Swedish artist Ingmar Malm. A large format, lavishly produced reissue of The Hobbit [290pp £11.95] has more than 50 full pages painted by Michael Hague. And Alan Lee's Castles [192pp £12.95] ranges through almost every aspect of the castle in history, myth and fantasy: the classic handbook by David Day is suitable for readers of any age, and the book's almost impossible to open without finding one or more of Lee's ethereal drawings/paintings.

As you'd expect from Unwin, famous proprietors of Tolkien, all three have a high standard of technical excellence. I liked Hague's illustrations best: their muted stained-glass or ancient-tapestry look suits a classic tale of long ago and far away (though like many before him, Hague screens details with Sanddalm). Castles is constrained by subject matter: a castle is a castle, and despite Lee's evident skill - especially at far-off vistas - there are only so many changes to be rung. (Is it a joke that practically the same delicate pink is used for Aristo's Castle of Earthly Paradise and for Barad Dûr?) But the Gormenghast picture is almost worth the price of admission alone. Edelefield has the hardest task, with yet another Calender: she's undeniably got talent, but the hard-edged, near-photographic quality of many paintings seemed (to me) to jar. Yet she makes a good stab at the near-impossible task of painting Gollum.

Garry Kilworth's SF shorts are something special, with concentrated colour and impact: 13 are collected in The Songbirds of Pain [Gollancz 187pp £8.95]. Themes? Ordinary things - pain, religion, death immortality, yearnings for impossible ideals. They're SF fantasies, true, but taken from alien places, ET's waging war with philosophical weapons, time-travel and, outrageously, the quest for a new primary colour. Amid Kilworth's exotic settings, 'ordinary' and 'fantastic' aspects fuse in a blaze of style. Try it.

Collectors and libraries will seize on the SF Alternatives series from John Gollop (Gollancz). They revitalize the thumbed, disintegrating classics. Alfred Bester's Tiger! Tiger! [249pp £8.95], soon to be 30 years old, has long deserved a British hardback: the compulsive, pyrotechnic tale of obsession and murder. John Wyndham's Kraken's Egg (read it). A less obvious choice is John Crowley's Beasts [184pp £8.95], a strange story of genetically engineered man/beast hybrids who are greater than the sums of their genes. This one's a bit young for the collection [1976], but it's a fine book. Our book covers for 1985: David G. Hartwell: Tiger! Tiger! follows the Penguin typesetting with two bits of fancy typography missing on p231, while the author's dedication and epigraph are omitted from Beasts. Tch-tch.

A timely reprint for the grim '80s is H G Wells' The Croquet Player from 1936 [Jan Henry 82pp £5.25]. Its evocation of nameless evil haunting English marshland is better than anything Lovecraft could do; but the horror relates to prehistoric savagery of our ancestors. It's a nameless evil haunting (as in The Glamour) from deep inside our own minds. As civilization totters, the blood-spattered caveman begins to re-emerge. Read this; remember what happened soon after its publication; look about you today; and allow yourself a shudder.

Savoy Dreams: The Secret Life of Savoy Books [Savoy 260pp £7.95] is a monument to another worrying facet of '80s Britain. Savoy, interestingly enough, was the first London bookshop where SF books were smashed for publishing selling rude things. They even asked police what was safe to sell. No, said the police, you start selling and then we decide whether to do you... Dreams is a Savoy retrospective, for completists, worries about liberty and fans of the old New Worlds, with bits by Burroughs, Moorcock, M John Harrison... articles on being persecuted, reviews, extracts, clippings, and graphics which I hated. Fascinating.

Very Good News.

Rick Farron's Protectorate [NEL 252pp £1.95] is far-future SF - decaying Earth under alien rule - which shows deep knowledge of decadence. The story of rebellious forces is over-long and more or less irrelevant to the black ending. A competent read. Tales from the Vulgar Unicorn, edited by Robert Asprin [Penguin 223pp £1.95] is the second 'Sanctuary' fantasy anthology - it must be good, there's a story from A E van Vogt. It packs four Hawkmoon novels in one almost lifelike volume, a reminder of how fluently Moorcock could churn out heroic fantasy even while asleep. See hardback coverage in WD40 and WD47 for the now paperbacked Chekov's Journey by Ian Watson [Granada 176pp £1.95] - enjoyable, ingenious SF - and Asimov on SF [Granada 364pp £2.50], so-so nonfiction. Then try John Read's Flat/Long Micromania [Sphere £1.75].

Help - a whole column gone and I haven't been unforgivably rude to anyone. I must be off, to re-read Hughlings mill's Anthology of Inevitable and Abuse.
In Open Box, science fiction/fantasy games and rulebooks are reviewed.
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ELFQUEST,
The Official Role-Playing Game
Chaosium
£19.95

One of the best loved American comic books, deservedly so, is Wendy and Richard Pini's Elfquest. The twenty-two
issue series was published quarterly, tells of the struggle of the Wolfriders, one of several splintered groups of elves, to
recover the secrets of their origins, lost these many centuries with the culture and final resting place of their pro-
gurus, the semi-mythical 'High Ones'.

Their quest has to overcome, not only their hereditary enemies, the trols, but also superstitious and brutal stone-age
mankind and their own isolation from others of their own kind.

The game, utilising the simplicity of the 'Elfquest' characteristics and skills system, concentrates squarely on
storytelling and the creation of the atmosphere. The Elfbook provides all the background on the creation of Elf
characters, their traditions, ethics and attitude to the World of Two Moons. This latest incarnation of the RuneQuest
system is elegantly straightforward and very, very well laid out and explained.

The skills and magic of the different elves met in the series are well covered and some excellent suggestions for new
tribes are put forward. I particularly approved of the way they carefully worked out expansions to the Elfquest world.

Since the series has a definite conclusion (sometime this year), the potential gamer, however, need have no worry
about his own development conflicting with future publications, but has a sufficient base of information on which to
build a rewarding storyline.

A separate booklet for the games master covers game elements the players do not need knowledge of. Weather, fire, poison and
illness are simply accounted for and an interesting variety of evocatively named animals and plants are worked out from,
Zwot, Mad Horns and Stingsails to Puckermuts, Strangleweed and Dream

The EQ Game Workshop concludes with two simple scenarios, and a more detailed one.

The icing on the whole cake is the profusion of illustrations by Wendy Pini, who has also provided a map of the
World of Two Moons and has let her talent spill over onto the character sheets, which, taking a leaf out of Super-
world's book, come with an assorting of character outlines drawn in for players to embellish and colour. This
provides hours of fun in both games.

This is not a game for the traditional wargamer, who will find a lack of emphasis on tactical or combat skills,
which are relegated to the last section of the players’ book. The established RuneQuest gamer will also find little that
he could not already do for himself from reading the series. This is really the nicest RPG I have seen to give someone as a
present. It would suit especially a new player or the parents of young children, who will undoubtedly love the elves.

Lone Wolf: Flight from the Dark
Sparrow books
£1.50

The main problem with the lone wolf series is how to make it appeal to the average person who is used to a
more visual game. This is achieved in the Dark, with a detailed text-based game. The story is told through a series of
maps and clues, which the player has to follow. The story is about a young boy who has been kidnapped by a group of
elves.

The game is well written and engaging, with a good number of puzzles to solve. The graphics are not particularly
good, but this is not a big problem. Overall, a good game for those who enjoy text-based games.
and reads this number on the – 4 column of the combat results table, a result of three points injury to Lone Wolf and six points to the enemy is found. Possible results include the immediate death of either party, though the tables are biased to favour the hero. One weak point of this system is the fact that the tables are printed on the back of the books, and the random number tables are printed on thin paper, not the card of the covers. Since numbers are selected by blind stabbing with a pencil, the books may soon become badly worn. A ten-sided die or a few photocopies of the tables may be a useful investment.

Both books consist of 32 pages of rules and tables, and 350 numbered sections, with maps and illustrations by Gary Chalk.

The actual adventures are entertaining, though not particularly novel. Book 7 establishes background history, and the character and skills of Lone Wolf, who is a sort of combat-orientated monk called a Kai. The scenario starts with the hero out gathering wood, when he sees a cloud of ‘black leathery creatures’ descend on his monastery. By the time he returns the monastery has been destroyed. Lone Wolf is thus the last of the Kai, and must set off to tell the King that the evil hordes of the Darklords are coming. On the way he encounters an enjoyable assortment of monsters, NPC’s, and traps, which make good use of the skills and abilities acquired during character generation. Episodes allow the use of Camouflage (to hide from a party of monsters in a cave), Telekinesis (to defuse a booby trap), Sixth Sense, Tracking, and most of the other skills available. Since the hero only has five skills at the start, including combat skills, the easy option isn’t always available. This is primarily a wilderness adventure, with some exploration of ruins and an end section set in the King’s town. Actually getting into the palace is nearly as dangerous as crossing the wilderness! Book 9 begins with the king warning, and Lone Wolf setting out on a quest to recapture the ‘Summersward’, a magical blade which can defeat the evil Darklords. It’s primarily set on board a ship, with episodes in port and on various islands. These include a stagecoach journey, a bar-room brawl, encounters with fortune tellers and thieves, and clashes with agents of the Darklords. The final scene shows the power of the Summersward, setting the scene for further adventures.

Both books are fair, emphasising combat rather than traps and tricks. Those traps which are used can be anticipated, and usually by-passed or defused by use of Lone Wolf’s skills.

The series is accompanied by a range of figures from Citadel, a fan club, and computer software. While solo books can never replace role-playing, these are reasonable value for money and may help to prepare readers for the wonderful world of RPG’s.

**Flight from the Dark Fire on the Water**

Overall: 7

Marcus L Rowland

---

**DUNGEON MODULES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UK2 – The Sentinel</td>
<td>£4.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK3 – The Gauntlet</td>
<td>£4.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DL1 – Dragons of Despair</td>
<td>£4.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSR Inc</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Graeme Morris has done a good job of designing UK2 and UK3, if you can get past the feeble cover art, and the adventures are well thought out and certainly provide several sessions’ worth of intriguing play for experienced and novice players alike. UK2, The Sentinel is a series of linked encounter areas with characters moving between them as they seek clues to the strange and desperate history of Kusnor and their fortune that has befallen it. The module is very well presented, with excellently laid-out maps, information sheets for players to be given at various stages and a roster of all the monsters for the DM. UK3, The Gauntlet, forms the second part of the Adlerweg adventure, and is a little more restricted in scope. The party are assumed to have achieved certain aims in part one, which follows naturally (or so it is hoped) into a predetermined series of events comprising this second module. I found the amount of channeling and character manipulation off-putting at times very frustrating, but there is sufficient background to build an alternative story on if your players so wish. The encounters in The Gauntlet are also quite a bit deadlier than those in The Sentinel, which may surprise players, and are less easy to get around with good play, which can turn out too much hack-and-slay in the early stages. As with all professional scenarios, I found the amount of magic and treasure excessive, but the adventure was neatly planned and a tribute to the ‘logical’ scenario. Tracey Hickman, designer of the excellent L-series, has come up with another very reasonable set of scenarios - DL1 (Dragon Lance series) Dragons of Despair. She has got hold of a concept and designed a world and an heroic adventure to go with it. The world of Krynn and the heroic adventure is heavily based on... Lord of the Rings. But never mind all the parallel plotlines, there’s enough difference in the world to put such minor considerations out of players’ heads. Like gold, for example. Nice stuff, eh? Pity its worthless on Krynn. fancied playing a cleric for a change? Sorry no clerics in Krynn for 300 years. Pleasantly enough, these changes don’t destroy the feel of the scenario, whilst creating a very novel atmosphere. A lot of work has gone into designing the groundwork before the adventures were detailed, I’m sure, and it is a pity that more couldn’t be shown in appendices etc so that the atmosphere could be more fully appreciated. The adventure itself is very much taken off from LOTR with a powerful magic item to be taken at all costs to the aggressor’s innermost defences and through them. The characters will have to get past a nice new race of humans as well as a couple of other interesting monster-concepts. The artwork (aside from the cover) is good and usable in the adventure. Another good product! |

**Presentation:**

UK2: 8

UK3: 8

DL1: 9

**Playability:**

UK2: 8

UK3: 8

DL1: 8

**Enjoyment:**

UK2: 8

UK3: 8

DL1: 8

**Skill:**

UK2: 9

UK3: 8

DL1: 8

**Complexity:**

UK2: 8

UK3: 7

DL1: 7

**Overall:**

UK2: 8

UK3: 8

DL1: 8

Graham Staplehurst
Eye of Newt and Wing of Bat

The Manufacture of Magic Items in AD&D

Part 2: The Creation of Rods and Potions

by Graeme Davis

Last issue's installment covered the manufacture of staves, wands and scrolls; part 2 applies the same procedures to cover other magical items.

RODS
Rods are about 3' long and as thick as your thumb. They are typically shod at one end and tipped at the other, like a walking cane.

Rod of Absorption
Materials: The rod should be of flawless hawthorn, shod with the fingerbone of a pit fiend and tipped with a perfect star ruby, the whole having a minimum value of 150,000gp.
Spells: Enchant an item, permanency, wish (so that the rod will stay permanently 'open' to receive magical power).

Rod of Cancellation
Materials: The rod should be of flawless rowan, cut with one stroke of a silver knife, shod with disenchanter hoof and tipped with a polished chrysoprase, the whole having a minimum value of 150,000gp.
Spells: Enchant an item, dispel magic (as at 25th level or above), limited wish.

If the percentage chance of success is failed in creating this item, there is a percentage chance equal to creator's level that instead of being useless the item has turned out as a Rod of Dispelling Magic, with one charge.

Rod of Rulership
Materials: The rod should be made from the shin bone of a tyrant who has died of old age (a rare thing!), shod with a vampire fang and tipped with a cut ruby, the whole having a minimum value of 125,000gp.
Spells: Enchant an item, mass charm, limited wish (x2), permanency.

THE MANUFACTURE OF POTIONS
The rules for potions in the DMG give some guidelines as to to the ingredients and equipment necessary, but when the DM is faced with a high level character with a hired alchemist in tow wanting to produce fifteen gallons of Potion of Invulnerability, they are incomplete. Here are some suggestions for ordering the methods for potion manufacture.

Production Costs
In the DMG, the production cost of a potion is equated with its experience point value in gps. This means that a Potion of Invisibility can be thrown together for 250gp and a Potion of Dragon Control (all) for a mere 1,000gp. It would seem more balanced to multiply this cost by a factor of ten to cover the cost of gems and other ingredients used in production. This cost does not include the monster-derived ingredients, which just might conceivably be stocked by the guild of Alchemists or Magicians in an extremely large town, but would probably have to be obtained by the character in question.

Some potions may have commercial possibilities: for example, potions of Longevity and Invulnerability would be worth a great deal to a king or nobleman, and it takes little imagination to see a thriving market for Philatres of Love and Persuasiveness. It may be possible to sell such potions to the very rich in order to defray the production costs of other potions, as well as to gain court influence, but the details of demand and market conditions must be left to the individual DM.

Listed below are suggestions for ingredients and production methods for the potions listed in the DMG.

All potions have a Basic Constituent, which forms the liquid base of the potion, to which various further ingredients must be added and upon which certain spells must be cast in order to produce the desired potion. The quantities shown produce one 'dose' of potion.

Animal Control
Basic: 2 pints of blood from the most intelligent species of the type in question.
Other: Brains and hearts of 7HD of same, boiled for 2 days with the blood in a sealed container. The liquid is then decanted off into a silver bowl and a powdered diamond (minimum value 1500gp) is stirred in using the legbone of the animal which provided the blood. The mixture is left to simmer for half a day before the spells are cast.
Spells: ESP, then Charm Monster a number of times such that the total spell levels are not less than the HD of the donor species.

Clairaudience
Basic: 2 pints of purple worm ichor.
Other: Ears and auditory nerves from a gorgon, steeped for 2 days. Crystal ball (non-magical), minimum value 750gp, and a life-size platinum model of a human ear, powdered together and stirred into the strained liquid. Leave to stand for half a day and decant liquid off.
Spells: Clairaudience.

Clairvoyance
Basic: 2½ pints aqueous humour from the eyes of 3 giant eagles.
Other: Eyes and optic nerves from one gorgon, simmered for 2 days with 4 grains of eyebright and 2lb marigold leaves harvested under a full moon. Filter and stir in a crystal ball (as Clairaudience) and a carbuncle (minimum value 500gp, powdered together. Stir for one hour in either direction, decant and leave to cool.
Spells: Clairvoyance.

Climbing
Basic: 3 pints giant spider ichor.
Other: Subterranean liquid, hands and feet of one hanged thief. Simmer for 2½ days, filter and leave to cool.
Spells: Spider Climb, the live spider being dropped into the liquid rather than swallowed by the caster.

Delusion
Basic: Blood of one doppleganger.
Other: Brains of three shadow goblins and one ogre magi, chopped and mixed. Boil for 36 hours, filter and stir in one powdered silver distorting mirror (minimum value 1000gp), stirring anti-clockwise with the left hand. Leave to settle and decant.
Spells: Suggestion.

Dragon Control
Basic: Blood of a young adult or larger individual of the appropriate type (all types in the case of multiples).
Other: Brain and heart from a second, similar individual of the appropriate type, simmered in the fluid for one day per HD, decant and stir in powdered metal or gems of appropriate colour of value equal to 1000gp per 2HD.
Spells: Charm monster (to be read in the language of the dragon type in question, or that of the most powerful in the case of potions controlling more than
one type).

ESP
Basic: 4 pints of doppleganger brain fluid.
Other: Brain and eyes of succubus, steeped in the fluid for 2 days. Bring to the boil, add 3oz dried ground asafoetida, and simmer for 2 days. Dissolve and stir in a crystal skull, minimum value 1500gp, and a carbuncle, minimum value 2500gp, powdered together. Leave to set and filter.
Spells: ESP, the copper piece being powdered into the mixture.

Extra-Healing
Basic: The blood and bone marrow of two trolls.
Other: The liver of one ogre magi, steeped in its own juices for 48 hours with 1lb dried acacia leaves, 4oz comfrey root, and 1 pinch of balmony. Boil all ingredients together, simmer for 24 hours and decant, stirring in 1lb powdered haematite. Leave to settle and filter.
Spells: Bless, cure serious wounds.

Fire Resistance
Basic: 3lbs efreet fat, melted.
Other: The whole skin of one salamander, through which the fat is filtered after adding the diced throat lining of one adult or larger red dragon. After filtration stir in a powdered jacinth, minimum value 1500gp, leave to stand and decant.
Spells: Resist Fire, dropping 3 drops of mercury into the mixture.

Giant Control
Basic: The brain fluid of three individuals of the type in question.
Other: The brain and heart of another individual, simmered in the fluid for at least three days, treating occasionally with the essence of the type in question. Decant and leave to settle, and treat again with the essence.
Spells: Charm monster, cast a number of times such that the total spell levels equal the HD of the giant type in question.

Giant Strength
Basic: The blood of one individual of the type in question.
Other: The complete musculature of one individual of the type in question, removed complete in one piece, simmered in the blood for at least three days, stirring in 7oz powdered agrimony and 4oz powdered balmony. Leave to cool and filter.
Spells: Strength, cast a number of times equal to the HD of the giant type in question.

Healing
Basic: The blood of one troll.
Other: The livers of three ogre magi, simmered and treated with herbs as for Extra-Healing (qv).
Spells: Cure serious wounds.

Heroism
Basic: The blood of one fighter of level 4 or higher.
Other: The heart of one lion, simmered for two days with a powdered ruby, minimum value 2500gp, and a fine sword, minimum value 5000gp, powdered in.
Spells: Strength, bless.

Invisibility
Basic: The blood of one leprechaun, pixie, or sprite.
Other: One brain of each of the above, steeped for two days in its own fluids, simmered in the blood with a powdered chrysophase, minimum value 1500gp, stirred in using an ogre magi shin-bone. Leave to cool and filter.
Spells: Invisibility.

Invulnerability
Basic: The ichor of one pit fiend.
Other: One powdered mummy or shambling mound; one fine suit of plate mail, minimum value 1000gp, powdered; one powdered carnelian, minimum value 1500gp; one powdered star sapphire, minimum value 5000gp; all stirred into the simmering mixture using a haematite rod tipped with an olivine, minimum value 1250gp.
Spells: Protection from evil/good, protection from normal missiles.

Levitation
Basic: The ichor of one type IV demon.
Other: One complete beholder, simmered for two days; the gas from the levitation sacs of one lurker, bubbled through the mixture.
Spells: Levitate.

Longevity
Basic: The blood and bone marrow of three elves.
Other: One powdered alexandrite, minimum value 1500gp and 3oz powdered fennel.
Spells: Slow.

Philtre of Love
Basic: The blood of one dryad.
Other: One whole succubus, simmered for two days. Filter and stir in 4oz powdered rhinoceros horn 2oz dried asafoetida leaves, and the dried, powdered reproductive organs of three rabbits.
Spells: Leave to cool and decant. Spells: Charm person, bestow curse.

Philtrum of Persuasiveness
Basic: Brain fluid of one vampire.
Other: Hands and tongue of one harpy, simmered for two days, then stir in one powdered ruby, minimum value 2500gp. Leave to cool and filter.
Spells: Friends, charm person, suggestion (x 5).

Plant Control
Basic: One shambling mound, well boiled and rendered down to liquid form.
Other: The brain of one ent, simmered for two days, stirring in mistletoe occasionally. Leave to cool and decant.
Spells: Charm plants.

Polymorph Self
Basic: The brain fluid of one ogre magi.
Other: The brain and pineal gland of one doppleganger. Simmer and stir in a silver distorting mirror, minimum value 1500gp, powdered. Filter through doppleganger skin.
Spells: Polymorph other.

Speed
Basic: The blood of one cheetah.
Other: The leg muscles of one axebeak. Simmer for 24 hours and stir in one powdered platinum arrow, minimum value 500gp.
Spells: Haste.

Undead Control
Basic: 8 pints of unholy water.
Other: One powdered individual of the type in question, mixed with powdered chalcedony, minimum value 1200gp and stirred in using an unholy symbol made from the bone of a hanged murderer.
Spells: Turn type in question by a Cleric of at least 15th level.

Water Breathing
Basic: Gills and lungs of one sahuagin or locathah, boiled in salt water.
Other: 2 whole lungfish, simmered for 24 hours before stirring in 3lb powdered coral.
Spells: Water breathing.

Where the blood of an individual is required as a basic constituent, that individual should be killed without loss of blood, or the potion will have a 5% chance per hp of blood loss of being useless.
Where special equipment is specified it may only be used for the preparation of one dose of potion, becoming useless thereafter.

If some of the ingredients and demands set above seem a little excessive, it should be remembered that potions must be difficult to prepare to avoid debasing their value; they are primarily treasure items, and characters should not be able to churn them out like home-brewed beer. This stricture must apply to the manufacture of all magic items, or there is no reason not to have a branch of Ye Olde Magick Shoppe in every high street.

Next issue: Rings, armour and shields
From the Ruins of Blasted Ishgarak
I pledge that the Moon Prince's triumph be short lived
Sharath my daughter will lure him to her frozen Empire and to his doom
This I vow for this is

The Game that has kept you up after Midnight!

Please send me **Doomdarks Revenge** (Spectrum £9.95)
But not unless you've already experienced PART ONE

**The Lords of Midnight** (Spectrum £9.95):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order Number</th>
<th>Post Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0888 233561</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum £10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Price</strong></td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please make your payment to **Beyond**, or charge on your credit card.

Card Number:
Access/Visa (Delete as necessary)

Name:
Address:
Post Code:

Please tick box of the **Beyond Club**

**Beyond** Competition House, Farndon Road, Market Harborough, Leicestershire LE19 9NR

Please mention **White Dwarf** when replying to advertisements
For the widest range of role-playing, war and sports games in the southwest. Also metal figures, robot models, posters, Judge Dredd magazines, + T. Shirts, + Video Arcade - all can be found at:

The Joke Shop, 158-159 East Reach, Taunton
Tel: Taunton 85630
Opening hours 10.00-5.30 (Closed Thursdays)

7 Lawrence Sherriff Street, Rugby CV22 5EJ
Warwickshire
Tel: Rugby (0788) 62372
Open Mon Sat 9.00am-5.30pm
Discount scheme for clubs

These are just some of our games. Our catalogue contains details of virtually all games available in the UK. Send 16p in stamps & 17p SAE (looseness 4 IRC) for a copy free with orders over £5.

Telephone Order with ACCESS Payment in £ Sterling please.
TRADE ENQUIRES WELCOME

---

ESDEVUM GAMES
LOW COST MAIL-ORDER SPECIALISTS

Come to ESDEVUM Games and see the best display of games in the country.
Open 5 days a week (closed all day Wednesday).
Fastest telephone mail order service.

Some of our special lines

RAGNAROK ENTERPRISES: As their UK agents we now stock all their products.
The new RPG system, justly praised for emphasis on role-playing development and real-world design. For the experienced gamer...

SUPPILILULTIR (Wings of the Moon, Creatures Fair and Fowl)
YRS RECORD SHEETS:
BOXED YSGARTH: (Rules set, Char Sheets, 3 Suppl)
MINI-SESSIONS: Ideal for any RPG system. 1. WE ARE 95p: 2. Character WP £1.80
RAGNAROK have produced three series of adventures/scenarios suitable for VOS or D&D. All self-contained at budget prices.

JANANAMM/WYRDWORLD: Set in a medium entropy world parallel in background to the Middle East of the Middle Ages

ABYSS: is one of the leading small US 'zines, las 15-20

EIGHT ADVENTURES FROM THE ABYSS

---

DRAGON TREE

Especially for all Dm's who want to make their adventures interesting and intelligent.

HANDBOOK OF TRAPS & TRICKS: Over 100 ready-to-play traps & tricks of a wide variety and type of complexity...

Send 225p spells, zero to 10th levels, wide in range and use.

BOOK OF ARTIFACTS: 200+ treasure/artifacts with users, use, misuse, prices and occurrence...

MONSTER FILE Vol 1: Let your players see the beast

ESDEVUM GAMES (XX)
185 Victoria Road, Aldershot, Hants GU11 1JU
Tel: Aldershot 311443
Shop hours 9am-5.30pm
Farnham 722828 (other times)

---

ESSEX MINIATURES FANTASY
25mm ROLE PLAYING MINIATURES
UNIT 7, CHAPMAN CT,
CHARFLEETS ROAD,
CANVEY ISLAND, ESSEX.
SAE FOR OUR COMPLETE
TELEPHONE ORDERS
1984 CATALOGUE
01268 - 682309

1 Centaur firing bow .......................... 90p
1a Centaur with spear & shield ............... 90p
2 Ogre with club ................................ 70p
2a Ogre carrying huge battleaxe ................ 70p
3 Sorceer .................................. 34p
4 Norse Giant with axe & spear .............. 22.50p
5 Beowulfs berserk ................................ 60p
6 Dwarf tribesmen (3 var. pack) ............... 70p
7 Dwarf tribesmen with crossbow (3 var. pack) .................................................. 70p
8 Dwarf berserk (2 var. pack) ................. 70p
9 Chieftain, Standard bearer, drummer .... 80p
10 Barbarian fighter .......................... 34p
11 Paladin, crested helm, shield & sword .... 34p
12 Fighter, leather jack, wooden shield and scimitar .............................................. 34p
13 Fighter in padded jacket, plumed helmet and large bladed sword ....................... 34p
14 Fighter in mail shirt, visored sallet, polearm ...................................................... 44p
15 Fighter in mail, some plate armour, helmet with aventail, kite shield, brutish sword .... 34p
16 Thief stooping to pick up spoils ............. 34p
17 Magic User large cloak and hat, skull on staff, and rat at his feet ....................... 34p
18 Cleric, some armour, cloak, short, surcoat, visored helmet and magic sword ........ 34p
19 The Essex Dragon, wings outstretched .... 50p
20 Hobgoblin with large bladed, heavy polearm .................................................... 70p
20a Hobgoblin with spiked mace ............... 60p
27 Bugbear with spiked club, holding severed head ............................................. 60p
28 Bugbear with large curved sword ......... 60p
32 WOLF .................................. 80p
33 WOLF .................................. 34p
34 Executioner with head of victim .......... 60p
36 Orc with Axe & shield (2 var.) .......... 48p
37 Orc with club & shield (2 var.) .......... 48p
38 Orc firing crossbow (2 var.) ............... 48p
39 Orc Armoured thrusting spear (3 var.) ... 48p
40 Orc firing bow (2 var.) ....................... 48p
41 Orc with Death Banner ..................... 48p
42 Orc Beating Drum ......................... 48p
43 Trumpeter .................................. 48p
45 Chieftain with axe ......................... 48p
46 Guard - Armoured Halberdier .............. 48p
47 Champion in Plate Armour ................ 48p
48 Orc with sword & dagger .................. 48p
49 Orc rable attacking with axe ............... 48p
50 Orc rable with axe & dagger ............... 48p
51 Orc rable with sword & shield ............. 48p
52 Greta Orc Leader Riding .................. 48p
53 ARMOURED WAR PIG! ..................... 1.35
54 Skeleton warrior in helmet & mail ....... 34p
55 Skeleton with sword & shield ............. 34p
56 Lizardman threatening with mace ......... 60p
57 Lizardman with lowered mace .......... 60p
58 Lizardman with Aquaspell ................. 60p
59 Ghost .................................. 54p
60 Hill Giant ................................ 1.15
61 Gnoll thrusting Cithass ..................... 60p
62 Gnoll attacking with long-shafted axe ... 60p
63 Gnoll menacing with 'Skull - denter' .......... 60p
64 Gnoll striking with axe ................. 60p
65 Gnoll Chieftain ......................... 60p
66 Gnoll Witchdocto ....................... 60p
67 Gnomes with spear (3 variants) ........... 70p
68 Gnomes with bow (3 variants) .......... 70p
69 Gnomes with club & sling (3 variants) .... 70p
70 Gnome swordsmen (3 variants) ........... 70p
71 Gnome Fighter ......................... 34p
72 Gnome Leader/St. Bearer/Musician .... 80p
73 Gnome chariot with driver, archer & spearman ........................................... 21.35
74 Gnome chariot with driver & Leader ...... 21.70
75 Slayers (3 variants per pack) ............. 80p
76 Swordsman (3 variants per pack) ......... 80p
77 Spearman (3 variants per pack) .......... 80p
78 Maceman (3 variants per pack) .......... 80p
79 Chieftain ................. 70p
80 Chieftains Guard (3 variants per pack) .... 80p
81 Mounted Goblin spearman riding wolf ... 60p
82 Mounted Goblin maceman riding wolf ... 60p
83 Mounted Goblin swordsmen riding wolf .. 60p

OUR FIGURES ARE NOW AVAILABLE AT:
"GAMES" UNIT 20, MERRION CENTRE,
BELFAST.
P&P: UK 10% = 50p Minimum
INTRODUCTION
This scenario was used as the basis of the final scenario in the 1984 GamesDay official Call of Cthulhu Competition. Although it does not have a set points system or objective goals, it provides plenty of opportunities for individual players to display their 'talents' or 'inadequacies' as roleplayers, as well as providing an interesting one-off session or addition to an existing campaign.

This scenario is designed to work with 3-5 players, all of whom should be familiar with the Cthulhu system.

KEEPER'S INFORMATION
This scenario details the Great Race of Yith's attempt to evade the destruction of their race at the hands of the Flying Polyps, some 50 million years ago, and their manipulation through the Bleeding Stone of the unfortunate Professor Foster. In their never ending quest for knowledge, they stumbled on the possibility of creating a gate in the time which would allow their physical beings, huge iridescent cone-shaped bodies, to travel through time and rehabit the planet from which the polyps had once banished them.

The Scheme Of The Great Race
At various stages in Earth's history the Yith contacted suitable humans to extract from them what they could, to supplement their ever growing knowledge of the universe. As well as this passive transfer of information, their human ambassadors constructed secret shrines dedicated to the worship of their masters. In exchange the Great Race passed on some of their many secrets of science, technology and magic. This process was intended to sound out a possible 'cross point' in the time continuum through which their physical beings could once more unite with their mental manifestations. Once a suitable site had been found a circle of shrines were constructed which, when activated by the triggering stone, would create their cosmic highway. Disaster befell the race's plans when thieves raided one of the temple sites and stole its precious triggering stone. Years later, Professor Foster purchased the 'relic' from a Constantinople bazaar and unwittingly fell prey to the Great Race. The alien entities contacted Foster and have been using him to construct an immensely detailed picture of Earth in its current time period. His role was to pave the way for his masters and trigger the 'Drawing of the Gate' by replacing each stone from the circle of shrines, in strict sequence, with its cosmically charged partner. The culmination of this ritual is drawing near... However, Foster's strong will has enabled him to temporarily thwart his masters' wishes, with the help of strong hallucinogen drugs (opium) which sufficiently dull his sensitivity enough to prevent total domination of his subconscious. As the professor begins to deteriorate mentally and physically under the strain of his struggle, the greedy Lotto used his addiction to help uncover what he thinks is Foster's great archaeological find. It is at this point that the players enter the scene...

THE CHARLES LACY EXHIBITION
After a torturous journey from Europe, even the site silence of the Charles Lacy Roman pottery exhibition seems a pleasant diversion from the chaos and confusion of
The packed city of Jerusalem and its bustling street markets. The exhibition itself is quite unremarkable, there are much better examples of such relics back in the British Museum and most of the typically European visitors look equally unimpressed.

Keeper's Notes
The players’ attention should be drawn to a dishevelled creature shifting nervously between the exhibits. He wears a soiled white three piece suit, and his general appearance and manner are that of a European. A successful Anthropology roll will suggest that he is of Turkish origin. Players choosing to examine his actions will realise his attention is directed towards the party, rather than the exhibition. After a few minutes he will attempt to strike up a rather flaccid conversation with one of the players. The stranger’s English is adequate although heavily accented, and his conversation shows an embarrassing lack of knowledge of this topic. The mysterious stranger continues to loiter until the party decide to leave. Once outside the small admiral will finally introduce himself to the PC’s as Lackey and suggest a quiet drink with a friend of his, who, he claims, is a great art authority. Assuming the players accept his offer, Lackey will march them off to Lotto’s.

LOTTO’S BAR
As the players push their way into the smoky confines of the bar it will become obvious that some of the city’s less respectable inhabitants are seated amongst the small network of tables. The bar itself is a strange mix of old city and new European. Beads and silk mix with martins and suits. A few soldiers have encamped against the bar, whilst locals haggle and drink in the room’s numerous niches. The noise and heat are quite overpowering, especially to those unaccustomed to the chaos of Jerusalem.

Keeper’s Notes
Seated at the far end of the room, flanked by two burly locals, is Lotto. He is clean-shaven and immaculately dressed in a white cotton three piece suit. Despite the noisy crowd, a small space has formed around his table. Most of the low life seems reluctant to venture too near his table. Lotto is a courteous and charming character. Once introduced by Lackey, Lotto will strike up some general conversation about the players’ reasons for visiting the city and then move onto the subject of the exhibition. Any players with archaeological skill will recognize that his knowledge of the subject is rather less developed than he implies. Despite this he will tell the party of his own ‘dabblings’ in the archaeological field. He has recently sponsored an English professor to excavate a possible site, hoping to uncover relics for his own private collection. As the evening progresses Lotto will confess to being worried by the lack of progress being made by Foster. Despite over two months of ‘dig time’, at considerable expense, the professor has failed to uncover anything more than a few unremarkable utensils and tools. Lotto realises the time and effort involved in excavation, but can’t believe so little has been achieved in two solid months of work. Although a man of considerable means, his revenue is not limitless. If, during the conversation, the players express an interest in his plight or dig, Lotto will suggest that they visit the site. He suggests it would be a perfect break from the rigours of city. In return for discreetly examining the professor’s progress, he will supply transport and supplies (if necessary). Lotto’s reading matter varies, savoury locals will be taken care of by Lackey, who will be armed with the ‘necessary precautions’. Should the players express interest in his offer, Lotto will invite them to stay at his hotel the night before the journey, to facilitate an early start. Lotto will bid the party goodnight and retire, leaving them with their new guide, Lackey.

GENERAL INFORMATION
At this point the players have time to generally prepare themselves for their expedition. Anyone enquiring further into Lotto’s background with locals will uncover very little, save the fact that he has considerable interests in the city’s club and hotel businesses.

1. The city Library holds few clues. However, most of the librarians seem to know Professor Foster. Up until two months ago he was their most regular attendant, virtually ensconced in the building’s study room. The subject of his work seems unclear, as reaching matter varied widely, from whole encyclopaedias to modern works of fiction.

2. The Colonial Office is responsible for administration. The Foreign Office is concerned with regional policy in the Middle East. All too frequently this has led to interdepartmental friction. Investigators should be advised not to hamper these departments with their inconsequential affairs. At the time of the adventure Jerusalem has just undergone a series of riots and both departments advise steering clear of trouble, which may be difficult in such a turbulent climate.

DOMINO CLUB
Lotto’s Hotel is located off the Via Dolorosa in the Christian quarter. Once inside Lackey will show the players to their rooms and suggest a meal in the hotel’s ground floor restaurant. The rooms are sparsely furnished, and judging from the giggling emanating from some of the adjoining bedrooms, their purpose seems less than reputable! The downstairs bar fills as the night draws in. Most of the patrons are crowded against it, and few seem interested in the food being served. After arranging the players orders, Lackey will excuse himself and return to the bar where he continues a conversation with a young Arab.

Keeper’s Notes
During their meal the players will notice that Lackey’s conversation with the man has turned into a somewhat heated confrontation. A successful Listening roll will reveal the nature of the argument - namely money for goods supplied. Obviously enraged, the young man storms out of the bar, cursing loudly. Lackey will leave shortly afterwards, along with two of the hotel’s large ‘attendants’.

Lackey is in fact chasing up one of Lotto’s clients, whose credit for drugs has reached an unsatisfactory level. The unfortunate youth is attacked once outside, and beaten unconscious. Any players who follow the group outside will see the two thugs attacking the youth, while Lackey stands casually watching the horrific scene. If the outside player(s) confront Lackey, he will explain that, "In my country we do things our way. If a man fails to pay his debts, he must face the consequences..." Lackey will usher the characters back to the bar and divert them from any further questioning. The victim will take some time to crawl away if anyone manages to go to his aid, they will get little from him. A successful Medical roll will show he is under the effect of strong hallucinogenic drugs.

KEEPER’S TIMELINE
10.00 AM: Party arrives at hotel.
10.00-12.15: Van unloaded.
12.15 PM: Foster shows party ‘dig site’ and then retires to tent feeling tired.
3.00 PM: Players’ free to roam site. Lackey joins Foster in tent. Locals spotted in surrounding hills.
10.00 PM: Professor and Lackey begin to argue.
3.20 AM: Foster murders Lackey and attempts to dump body in secret. Following morning — Foster falls into coma.

10 am
As the vehicles pull into the dusty campsite, two Arab guards emerge from the small tent nearest the track. The site is not obvious at first, but scattered tools and marker flags give away its location. After a short delay the professor emerges from the largest of the four tents. The presence of so many Europeans overwhelms him at first, but his caution soon disappears as he discovers the purpose of this unexpected visit. He greets Lackey tersely and directs the unloading of supplies.
behind this impromptu visit. "He has no idea of the processes of excavation, too impatient by far... does not understand the British way of doing things..." Despite this, it is obvious that the site is hardly touched. It certainly doesn't show the results of two months hard work. After an hour the professor will excise himself, feeling ill, and limp off back to his tent.

Players with an archaeological ability over 40% will be familiar with the term 'Tell', a Semitic word describing an artificial hill formed through repeated occupation over the course of centuries.

**Keeper's Notes**

While examining the site the players may notice a high, pitted ridge off to the left of the dig. A successful Spot Hidden Item will reveal that in one of the cliff's numerous hollows have been partially dug-out. If questioned, the professor will quickly explain its purpose - simple rock sampling. Foster will try to dissuade any closer examination of the niche.

**3.00 pm**

The surrounding area holds little of interest. The plateau above the ridge leads off towards similar rocky outcrops. A Spot Hidden will reveal signs of movement about 600 metres away, where a figure, clad in white robes, appears to be watching the proceedings. He is in cover, any attempt to approach him will prove fruitless, as he will simply withdraw behind the outcrop. The dig site itself is quite unremarkable. Any players with archaeological skill will realise it is nothing more than a section of Roman fort.

**Keeper's Notes**

The figure is in fact a tribesman who has taken interest in the activity at the site. Should the keeper wish to inject some extra drama, the local tribesmen could decide to 'drop in' for some of the dig's supplies. Another interesting twist to the plot might involve the tribe attacking shortly before the players trigger the Dimensional Shimmers, the resulting chaos would make quite a spectacle!

**THE NICHE**

Over the passage of time the elements have heaped a bank of sand against the face of the cliff. The excavated area seems to be centred in a deep cut in its face. The constant winds have already blown most of the shifted earth back into the crevice.

**Keeper's Notes**

1. Exploratory digging will indicate that the slit goes back quite far into the soft limestone. A Geology roll might suggest the presence of a rough natural cave.

2. 1-2 hours digging will reveal the top key-stone of an arch with its stepped entrance dug below ground level (see photo). Once the bulk of loose earth has been removed, it is possible for the investigators to roll back the entrance stone (see Turning the Stone for tomb details). It would be unwise for players to attempt an entrance while the professor and Lakey are awake.

**3.20 am, Murder!**

Any player awake, or close enough to Foster's tent, will be awoken by a muffled scream. After a momentary silence, the sound of a large object being dragged across sand can be heard (Listen roll). Silence returns and a few minutes later the light in Foster's tent goes out.

**Keeper's Notes**

The sound was that of Foster stabbing the sleeping Lakey, in a frenzied attempt to get at his box of drugs. The 'tricks' are, in fact, a small collection of lethal narcotics, stored in the mysterious brown box (seen earlier in Lakey's possession). Listening at the tent will uncover the faint clinking of glass bottles, interspersed with sharp intakes of breath. Should anyone attempt to look inside the tent, by peering under the awning or by slitting its side, they will see Foster administering a lethal dose of opium. Lakey is slumped by the bed, a pool of blood is slowly collecting around his lifeless body.

1. If the players decide to remain hidden and monitor events as they unfold they will see Foster and one Arab drag Lakey's corpse to the truck. Foster will tidy the bloody trail, and then return to his tent while Lakey is driven away by his servant to
be dumped. Early next morning the truck will return. The Arab will explain Lakey has business to attend to in the city.

2. If the players intercept the professor whilst in the tent, he will babble wildly, claiming that Lakey attempted to kill him. It requires little deduction, however, to realise that the knife wound in Lakey's back makes his claim of self defence somewhat dubious. Once Foster's lethal dose begins to take effect, his ranting will become incoherent, then inaudible as he lapses into a coma, from which he never recovers.

3. The players' car has mysteriously developed a flat tyre, making pursuit of the truck impossible. The puncture was caused by a needle, obviously no accident.

THE PROFESSOR'S TENT
Whatever the players' actions are during the night, the following morning Foster will be dead from an overdose of drugs. The players can enter the tent freely, as Foster's Arabs seem too confused to prevent them doing so. Once inside, the Professor's cluttered quarters will produce some interesting discoveries.

1. Various pieces of archaeological equipment are scattered careless about. Some remain unpacked.

2. A sprawling collection of books litter a large collapsible desk. They range from scientific journals, encyclopaedia and maps, to newspapers, photographs and cheap novels. All are well thumbed. Strung over these books are over four hundred pages of handwritten notes. They are written in a strangled simplistic style, as if the reader has no understanding of the author's subject matter. An hour's careful study will reveal it to be a massive world anthology, detailing world environment, geology, political systems and history. A work of such detail would require months of intensive reseach to compile. Note: these are Foster's notes to the Great Race of Yith.

Hidden amongst the general debris is a small map. Finding it requires a successful Spot Hidden. The poem on maps reads as follows:

"Our time is your salvation, The minds will meet the matter once more..."

TURNING THE STONE—
Keeper's Notes
In order to begin the turning ritual, the professor's stone must be placed in the well's cup. The 'charged' stone will slowly begin to drain its cosmic energy into the sister stone. Once the stone has bled (approximately five minutes) it can be transported to the next shrine and the entire process repeated. The steps should be followed exactly, failure to do so results in the summoning of three Dimenssional Shamblers, whose task it is to per- suade the stone's holder to perform his/her task correctly. Attempting to leave the site with both stones unbled will merely cause the wind to develop into a nasty storm. This should give the players time to contemplate their predicament as they shelter from the worst of the weather.

There is one other method that does not dull the bled stone. Placing both stones in the well together causes the cosmic energy to flow from one stone to another and back repeatedly. Should the players allow this oscillation to continue the stones will begin to whine. If they then add to the adventure two climactic seconds before they impale, bringing the entire cliff-face down on any players foolish enough to stay and watch.

CONCLUSION
Once the turmoil is over and the players have destroyed the shrine, what happens? Assuming they salvage the professor's notes and gain some insight into the ritual (possibly through insane realisation) they may begin to understand the significance of their act. If they succeed in doing so, it is then up to the keeper to award increases in sanity to those players who deserve it.

But complicity in the ritual will leave the party, or more specifically, the stone holder, with a problem. Even if the investigators decide to abandon the adventure the holder will be driven, by some strange force in his subconscious, to seek the next shrine in the chain. The character might suddenly disappear at a suitable opportunity and attempt to complete the ritual. This could provide an interesting scenario in its own right, as the party desperately searches for their companion, slowly realising the dreadful implications of his absence.

Most of the information required to run such a scenario is included above. It should be noted that the scenario's casualties would be under investigation by the authorities. Players might have a harder time convincing Lotto of their innocence in Foster's and Lakey's deaths; what did they find at this site? Was it valuable enough to kill for?

Cast of Characters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STR</th>
<th>CON</th>
<th>SIZ</th>
<th>INT</th>
<th>POW</th>
<th>DEX</th>
<th>CHA</th>
<th>SAN</th>
<th>EDU</th>
<th>HP</th>
<th>AGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lakey</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lotto</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prof Foster</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arab Servants</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Arabs</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Lakey and Arabs will be armed at the Keeper's discretion)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STR</th>
<th>CON</th>
<th>SIZ</th>
<th>INT</th>
<th>POW</th>
<th>DEX</th>
<th>CHA</th>
<th>SAN</th>
<th>EDU</th>
<th>HP</th>
<th>AGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dimensional Shambler</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>1d6+1d6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(See Call of Cthulhu main rules for other details)
BOARDING STATIONS
Hints and Hazards for the Professional Privateer in Science Fiction Role-Playing Games
by Marcus L. Rowland

One of the most common combat situations in any SFRPG is a spaceship boarding action. Theoretically, both parties in this type of operation have tactical advantages, but in practice the result is usually a confused melee around the airlocks, with bullets or energy bolts ricocheting off the bulkheads.

The attacking forces usually begin with the advantages of surprise and superior intelligence data. They can choose their moment, their means of entry, and the weapons they carry. The defenders are fighting in their own terrain, they can spend weeks or years preparing for an assault which may never come.

Preliminary Manoeuvres
A ship which has been completely immobilised by an attacker is easy prey for a boarding party. The only circumstance justifying a fight in an immobilised ship is the need to delay the attackers while destroying documents, sending out lifeboats, or summoning help.

Defending ships sometimes pretend to surrender before the ship has taken immobilising damage, then attack the other ship at point blank range. Such surrenders may be accepted if the victim seems to have taken real damage. The defenders may give this impression by camouflage or releasing prepared debris. A few dummy weapons, rigged to explode harmlessly if damaged, can give a convincing impression of serious damage; such disguises may be vulnerable to sensor systems and other advanced technology. In Q-Ships most weapons will be hidden.

At this stage the attackers usually have the advantage, and should do their utmost to keep it. The attacking captain should be very cautious, and inflict more damage than the victim seems to warrant.

Entry Formalities
Once the two ships have closed, and the attacker has caused enough damage to make escape unlikely, the boarding operation begins. Provided matter transmission or teleportation aren’t available (see Special Attacks below), the best place for the attackers to enter is an airlock. Unfortunately airlocks are usually good places to mount a defence, since they have armoured walls, easily controllable doors and hatches, and a good power supply.

Q-Ships may have one line of defence which isn’t economical in other vessels - a false airlock concealing a heavy weapon installation [see diagram]. If the boarding procedure utilises a docking tube it’s possible to bypass the outer hull of the attacking ship and send a shot directly into its interior. Such a weapon will kill anyone in the lock, and may wreck the attacking ship.

On a less lethal scale, most airlocks can be fitted with a few anti-personnel weapons. A remotely controlled TV camera and laser form a useful system, but are easily destroyed by boarders.

Any airlock will contain two airtight hatches, or some equivalent, and sensors to indicate the exact status of the lock. Usually the hatches are operated by servo motors. One easy trick is to allow the boarders to enter the lock, let it fill with air, then suddenly open the outer doors. Anyone in the lock will probably be blown into space. This tactic fails if the enemy ship has docked onto the airlock. A simple alternative is a section of hull secured by explosive bolts, triggered when the airlock is full. If the attackers are destroying hatches and depressurising the ship as they board, these systems may not work.

The airlock is also the best place for the use of gas or acid sprays, and any other weapon which might inconvenience the defenders as well as the attackers. Examples include paint sprays (reducing vision through himelets), flame throwers, liquified gas nozzles, and water cannon. An even more extreme tactic is the placement of low-power mines or explosives, with damage insufficient to hole the hull.

Defenders should note that the use of human guards in an airlock is almost always futile. They will either be killed or taken hostage.

What can intruders do to reduce the hazards of the airlock? Nothing. Unless the attackers have paved their way by sabot-
age or bribes, they must either run the gauntlet of the airlock or find another entry to the hull. Alternative entry points might include weapons turrets, ports servicing access panels, engine ducts, or holes left by the attackers' weapons. Alert defenders may have surprises ready in these areas too. An attack on two or three fronts is most likely to succeed, if personnel are available, since it may overload the defenders' security systems.

Corridors of Power
Starship corridors are a natural killing ground for unwary attackers. They rarely contain vital installations, and can be isolated by armoured hatches or valves. Doorways and cross corridors lend themselves to ambushes and defensive positions. Additionally, the attackers are now inside the victim, and vulnerable to any environmental changes the defenders may make. Usually the crew start their defence with control of lighting, heat, ventilation, communication systems, fire-fighting mechanisms, drives, and internal gravity. Creative use of these facilities can seriously disrupt an attack.

Many starships use artificial gravity and compensator systems, countering the thrust of the engines and giving a 'natural' environment. If the security system is linked to these systems it's possible to leave the attackers in free fall, then drop them down the length of the ship with several gravities acceleration. If the ship isn't accelerating, suddenly cutting the gravity and activating the compensators will hurl the attackers forward.

Less lethal, but still dangerous, are the use of free fall and disorientation. Simultaneously switching off the gravity and lights, then flashing the lights on and off as strobes, will probably leave most attackers feeling distinctly unwell, it is probable that the attackers will be in no condition to fight. The referee should calculate appropriate saving throws, with modifiers for drugs, armour, and physical characteristics. Attackers wearing space suits may still be vulnerable to these attacks, and suffer serious effects if they vomit into the suits' mechanisms. Space-suited characters are also vulnerable to radio jamming and magnetic induction attacks.

Other possibilities are more blow-out panels, rapid changes in atmospheric pressure (which may leave unsuited attackers dead or dead), and remote-controlled weapons. Fire barriers, remote-control hatches, and powered doors can be used to split the attackers into small and easily handled groups.

If all these tactics fail, the defenders may finally be forced to enter the corridors themselves. Note that especially vulnerable sections (such as engineering and the bridge) will usually be sealed off in the situation. It is far easier to defend the remainders of the ship to deal with the intruders.

Provided there has been some warning, a starship defence team should be equipped with some or all of the following equipment:

- A point-defense barricade, with weapon ports. A metal-topped wall for a mobile partition can double for this role, provided it is sufficiently tough.
- Fire fighting equipment.
- Communications equipment operating unjammed channels.
- Gas masks or space suits.
- Personal armour and weapons.
- Medical kit.

Their primary objective should always be to contain or expel the attackers, but other priorities are to take prisoners, to inflict maximum damage and to avoid becoming a hostage. The attackers should be allowed to escape if the alternative is a fight to the death.

As soon as the attackers enter the ship, the defenders should try to cut off communications, so that personnel in the attacking ship will be unable to communicate. However, the attackers may retaliate by firing on the defending ship. Once inside the hull the attackers should try for the following objectives:

1. Incapacitate the ship. In particular, damage the drives, gravity systems, and weapons.
2. Sabotage or control the computer. The most valuable member of a boarding party might be a computer operator, if the attackers can capture a working terminal or break into data lines.
3. Capture hostages.
4. Maintain communications with the mother ship.
5. Any special mission objectives.

Attackers should be extremely wary of unusual design features. Concealed hatches, long fore-aft corridors, ceiling spray nozzles, and armoured bulkheads may suggest that a warm reception has been prepared.

Taking Control
If the attackers seize any important part of the ship, they will probably succeed. The automatic control of the ship is the use of hostages. If the attackers manage to take prisoners they may have a powerful bargaining card — however, some human and alien cultures will not be interested in such tactics. For example, Kzinti [see Larry Niven's 'Ringworld' etc] would regard any surrender as dishonourable, as would the Asian tribes of GDW's 'Traveller' universe.

A third possibility is total subversion of the ship's computer. If the attackers can penetrate the system they may gain control, and operate the ship's defences against the crew.

Once control is established, the attackers can secure the ship and capture and disarm its personnel.

The only viable defence at this stage is an unusually thorough reprimis system. Attackers who find that both ships are locked together, and are about to be destroyed by a moderately powerful hydrogen bomb, may be prepared to negotiate, this stage usually represents a victory for the attackers and a defeat for the defenders.

Special Attacks
So far this article has ignored the use of highly advanced technology and psionics, and assumed that all boarding operations will be physical.

If the defenders have similar abilities available they may be able to block such attacks, or even divert them out of the ship and into space. Exact details obviously vary with game system, but the following broad suggestions may be helpful:

1. Compartmentalisation. If the ship can be divided into small areas, the attackers may be forced to materialise individually or in small groups.
2. Obstruction. It's difficult to imagine successful teleportation if all open spaces are obstructed. By filling compartments with any sort of solid, the attackers may be forced to materialise in a pre-planned area. Most forms of teleportation and matter transmission must leave some detectable trace. A security system could be programmed to react to such traces.
3. Overlapping fire fields. Each compartment is occupied by two or more guards, who set up in such a way that every part of the compartment can be seen. This method is best combined with obstruction and compartmentalisation.

Budgeting
How much can anyone afford to spend on defence? A minimal system for a very small ship may cost more, and installation may make the ship-owners eligible for reduced insurance rates.

Any spy looking at the plans of a starship will probably be able to get a general idea of the costs involved. Ship owners are naturally aware of this danger, and may take various steps to counter spies. The most obvious precaution is to file false ship plans and misleading flight data.

Sources
This article has several important sources, which are recommended to all interested players and referees:

- Alfred Bester: Starcracker
- James Blish: The Star Trek books
- Randall Garrett: Unwise Child
- Harry Harrison: One Step from Earth (collection)
- Larry Niven: Neutron Star (collection)
- Niven/Pournelle: Cattle of Folly, The Mote in Gods Eye
- Fred Saberhagen: Berserk
- James H. Schmitz: Agent of Vega, The Witches of Karres
- E E Doc Smith: The Lensman series
- Flying Buffalo Inc: Grimbooth's Traps
- Game Designers' Workshop: Snapshot
- Game Designers' Workshop: Azhanti High Lighting

* Also known as The Stars My Destiny
† Also known as Starship Death's
‡ Games set in the Traveller universe
HELLO READERS, IT HAS RECENTLY BEEN BROUGHT TO MY NOTICE THAT CERTAIN OF YOU OUT THERE THINK THINGS AREN'T WRITTEN AND SOPHISTICATED ENOUGH, SO, BY A DESPERATE ATTEMPT TO PLEASE SOME OF THE PEOPLE, ALL OF THE TIME, I PRODUCE A SIMPLE PAGE FOR OUR HERO, IN...

-null, main, mustache!

As you can see—under normal conditions our hero is not exactly the witty, sophisticated sort...

However, being the artist, this can be easily remedied now on with the plot...

Our heroes quickly settle in and are soon wittily bantering with the rest of them...

I say old chap! Do you like killing?

I don’t know! I've never killed before!

Do you realize that this is the eighth panel, and I haven't even finished a page yet?

Of course, you haven't—your, witty and sophisticated—do things like that anymore!

Oh, very clever! And what's going to dawn on you next month? Oh! answer me that?

Tear!

Ah well, readers—I did try! I suppose it's back to the usual, Mayhem next month—produced my arms better!
An AD&D Adventure for 4-6 Characters of Levels 3-5
by Stuart Hunter

PLAYERS' INTRODUCTION

Whilst on your travels, fate has decreed that your stop-over point for the night should be the market town of Leefield, a small but busy settlement which thrives on its specialist occupations of forestry and cattle farming. Making your way to the 'Blue Beard Tavern,' the only inn, you are greeted by entering the proprietor Olos (a dwarf who on being asked if he has rooms for the evening, will inform you that you may have a room but only at great expense five times the normal price). The town is lively, and as the day and his rooms are already taken. Overall a small yet satisfying meal something of the atmosphere of the place is gauged; the villagers seem weary of strangers and are not overly hostile and the hushed tones of their conversations hint only at the ruin of a farm somewhere in the north.

Olos, however, senses that your desire for adventure is strong and suggests, should you be interested, that you might like to attend an emergency council meeting to be held the next day to discuss.

Attending the meeting, you find that only three members of the council are present - the chairman, Kairiley, Olos and Simmon, the village blacksmith. Olos, the village druid, is unwilling to leave their farms and families unprotected. After all, the formalities have been completed Kairiley explains the situation. A farm has been razed to the ground by an unknown creature, and the nearby town but the unpopularity of the mandrake people ensures his own cool reception.

C. Oldfield Copse

A small wood in the midst of the well farms, only allowed to remain unfelled as it provides vital firewood for the nearby farms during winter. Hidden in the copse is a small hut used by Kairiley for the processing and storage of the herbs. It is always occupied by two men, Grayrig the alchemist and his guard, Lamu.

Lamu: AC1 (+1 chainmail, +1 shield); HTK3; LV6; LE fighter; 6th; 138/13; Int: 16; Wis: 7; Dex: 7; Con: 15; Chr: 12; +2 Dagger, broad-rudd h1, morning star, long bow. Grayrig has 6hp and will never fight. Lamu also cares for the larger raven which is used to pass messages between the kenku lair, the timber yard and the cutting town. At any time the hut will contain 1000-4000 (13 x 24dp) worth of quicksilver berries. It will only contain manikre root during the week immediately after the theft of the bantings. Hidden under the various tanks, bottles, urns etc used in the processing is a small wooden box containing 4500 gp worth of gold and silver jewellery.

D. Ruined Farmhouse

The remains of a large farmhouse and several outbuildings consist of several burnt out timber frames and large piles of fallen masonry. The farmhouse was the property of a prosperous and prominent co-op member and it is the news of the events here that have brought the unrest in the village to a head. The ruins are now occupied by a forest giant, an eschel named Snowleaf. It is unlikely that he will act against anyone who approaches in a friendly manner and upon hearing the plight of the mandrake people he may be willing to help them directly.

Snowleaf (Forest Giant); AC5; Move 15'; Hit dice 8+5; N; Int: Average. Attacks: 1 attack, 6 hands, +1 (trip), 3 Fangs, 2 Prong, 1 club. Attacks: +2, +4, +3, +1, +1. Targets: 2+h: 1 target, 2or less: 2 targets, 3 or more: all. 

E. Hidden Dell

The dell is accessible by a long tunnel running under the cliffs, the southern entrance of which is hidden by foliage (treat as a concealed door) or by the door leading into the kenku lair, also concealed by foliage. The floor of the dell has been cultivated and is planted with several hundred small, semi-ripe berry bushes. The dell will also be occupied by two kenku working among the plants (only during the day). The bushes will yield a harvest of addictive quicksilver berries in about 3 weeks. Any attack will occur after 5 or more berries are eaten.

Benefits to non-addicted beings: +6 on dexterity, +2 on hit points. Last 1 hour after which +4 on strength, +3 on intelligence. Benefits to addicts (+4 on dexterity, +2 on hit points. Lasts 5 hours after which -2 on strength, -2 on intelligence. Which lasts for 3 hours. No save. No berserks are available, throw 1d6 for effects on addict:

- +2 on strength
- +2 on intelligence
- +3 on constitution
- +4 on charisma
- -4 on strength
- -4 on constitution (-1 permanent)

On the second day of staying in the dell, the keeper must roll 1d2. If 1 or 2 is rolled, the room is safe, if 3 or 4 is rolled, the door is not latched. Save vs. spell.
for his/her next level. An unusual ¾ ring table dominates the centre of the room. Lost amongst a huge pile of papers on the desk is the magician’s personal diary, a leather-bound book found under a pile of silver lock.

The majority of the diary is private and of little interest, but the last entry reads:

_These accursed spirits have hemmed me in. I am mortally afraid, fearing to peer from my window lest they pierce me with a poisoned dart or cast a spell at me. Curse the dark days for their forecast of dark and fiery sunlight, yet she who hides behind the clouds and not smile on my world. I must try to escape now though I know not how._

The MU’s spell book has been hidden in the hollow swivel base of a chair beside the table. The book is guarded by a fire trap spell. It contains the following spells:

1st - Read magic, light, find familiar, jump, message, feather fall, spell of awakening, 2nd - Move image, animal familiar, inflict blindness, fireball, slow, bull’s strength, 3rd - Leomunda tiny hut, protection from normal missiles; 4th - Fire trap, ring of binding.

G. Jetty. A large wooden construction which projects 20' into the maelstrom of the River Larr. On the bank are two large boathouses and a small office, manned during the day by two villagers but are locked up and left empty at night. The villagers are ordinary 0 lv. men with no interest in the operation of the more sinister use of the jetty. The jetty is used for loading barges with cut and finished timber for transportation to the nearby town. It is from here where drugs are smuggled onto the barges.

The road crosses the river on a large stone bridge 50 yards upstream. At this point the river is about 75' wide and 15' deep, the current flowing at 7 mph.

LEEFIELD (MAP 2)

A. Blue Beard Tavern. Olos, the owner of the tavern, is a town down-at-heel (short), but will not allow elves on his property. He also treats half-elves with caution and suspicion, although he will tolerate them if they are polite. The tavern has three beds for travellers, although Olos often allows people to sleep in the sitting room for a small fee. The rooms are fairly cheap and food, especially meat is also reasonably priced. All the grog is kept, the locally produced, tasteless (although the locals will not take kindly to such remarks) beer.

Olos; AC10 (3 wearing platearm), HTK21LV15; LG; Cleric; Str: 11; Int: 10; Wis: 15; Dex: 13; Con: 14; Chr: 7

Spells: 1st - Sanctuary, create water, protection from evil, light, detect magic; 2nd - Slow poison, silence 15’ radius, spiritual hammer, known alignment; 3rd - Prayer, hammer of the Magister, Scroll of know duration and resist electricity. Olos will go to great extents to prevent his clerical status becoming public knowledge. Only Kairniel shows any interest in the stuggling baron who has sworn to secrecy.

RESIST ELECTRICITY

Useable by: Cleric
Level: 3
Range: Touch
Duration: 1 turn level
Area of Effect: Creature touched
Components: V, S, M
 Casting Time: 4 segments
Saving Throw: None

Similar to resist cold and resist fire, this spell gives protection from electrical attacks. It affords complete immunity to electricity equal to the user's hit level +2. It also allows the user to throw a shock-grasp and allows a +3 bonus on saves vs lightning bolts or blue dragon breath, and halving the damage taken (½ damage if save fails, ½ if save made). The material component for this spell is a short copper rod.

B. Stable and Blacksmith. The stable and blacksmiths are both new wooden buildings; Simmons, the local constable, owns both and doubles as the village blacksmith. Simmons employs Raimish as his assistant and his only clear love is the woman. Simmons is prepared to sell up to four of his animals, but will charge more for his two younger mares. Simmons once served in the national militia and as such is a natural for the job of sheriff, but he is far from popular in the village.

Simmons; AC10(3); HTK10; LVL2; LN; Fighter; Str:15; Int:12; Wis:13; Dex:12; Con:8; Chr:5; Banded mail and shield, broadsword, heavy crossbow.

Raimish; AC10(7); HTK5; LVL0; NG; Age23; leather and shield, shortsword.

Raimish is totally dedicated to Simmons who raised him and who Simmons, as he believes, saved his life. The parents were killed by bandits. The boy is impatient and has a quick and fiery temper being prone to go berserk in battle (+2 to hit and damage, attitude: 55) but loves his parents (any chance per round of battle for going berserk). Once Raimish makes a friend he will never shirk from helping them in any way he can.

C. Village Green and Hall. This is a large wooden and stone building. The northern wing is used for storing the villagers' belongings and village gatherings, co-op members meeting every second market day. If for any reason the co-op has to hold an emergency meeting it will take at least 24 hours for all the people to arrive in the village. The rest of the building is used for storing village food supplies during the winter.

Also in the northern half of the building is the treasurer’s office in which the co-op’s funds are kept. The money (376gp) is hidden in the hollow stand of an apparently innocent-looking hat stand.

The hall is looked after and lived in by an ageing caretaker, Rory, AC10; HTK2; LVL0; LG. Any stress or strain will result in him suffering from a heart attack.

D. Market Place. This cobbled stone courtyard is used as the village market place (especially 5 other Tuesday). The main commodities available are beef, fruit and vegetables, cloth, tools and pieces of crude furniture. The occasion has no other livestock will be brought for auction.

There is a 30% chance that a thief will visit the market in which case any adventurer who is obvious about the buying of goods is 70% likely to attract attention. The thief will be 3rd - 6th level, and if caught in the market will be stripped of all his possessions and thrown out of town.

E. Co-operative Shop. This large stone building is used by the co-op as a general store for the village population. It sells a wide range of groceries but does not sell any weapons or armour.

The shopkeeper, Madeline, is the wife of Josh Kairniel and despite the fact that she is less of a gossip is a very kind and intelligent woman. She is very suspicious of Yardley.

F. Timberyard/Cutting Mill. This large wooden building is the legitimate centre of Yardley’s business empire. It contains areas for the cutting and treatment of the timber brought in from the forest. Yardley can be found there most days.

The whole complex is surrounded by a 12’ high barbed fence. The 200 or so men who work the yard are searched as they leave the yard in the evening under the pretence that some of their number have been stealing tools from the yard. The search is to check that no-one has any weapons or drugs or the stockpile of weapons hidden here.

The weapon cache contains approximately 35 suits of battered splint mail and a similar number of bastard swords, light bow arrows, shields and daggers. They are hidden in a room which is supposed to contain explosives (a primitive type of gelignite which must be used in very large quantities) for the quarry which Yardley intends to start at Smith’s Creek.

One man who discovered the hoard was mutilated with a saw, his remains then flung into some nearby woodland. Despite the discovery of the body by a peasant farmer, his death is still a mystery to the co-op.

G. Yardley’s Shop. Yardley opened this shop in an attempt to undermine the authority of the co-op. He sells goods cheaply to the timberyard workers and will also (unlike the co-op) give credit to other villagers though he is not concerned with the repayments or the methods he and his men use in debt collection. He stocks much the same as the co-op shop but also sells drugs to the villagers.

The shop is run by Black Fred, a scoundrel who is almost as unscrupulous and evil as Yardley himself. He employs a group of ruffians who have been blackmailed by individuals who fall foul of the extortionate rate of interest on the credit.

Black Fred; AC8(7); HTK; LVL1; LE; Fighter; Str:18; Int:8; Wis:6; Dex:12; Con:11; Chr:5.

He always wears leather armour and is a specialist whip user.

SPECIALIST WHIP

Weight: 40gp; space required: 4; speed: 10'; reach: 5-10';

To Hit Adjustment:

Effects Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

L. Loss, whip snatched from hand P. Pain, victim attacks at -1 next blow. Extreme Pain, victim attacks at -2 for one full round mele. B. Blinding, victim sightless for 240 rounds. 5% chance of having to save vs poison to contract an eye infection. S. Stunned, victim immobile for 106 rounds. Numbers are hit points lost.

THE KENKU LAIR

1. A 3’ wide path winding up the side of the cliff face leads to cave entrance 70’ above ground level. About 20’ from the cave entrance (marked by a cross) there has been a small rock wall with a ledge about 1’ wide to 8’ long.

2. At this point a narrow slit in the wall provides a lookout post. One of the male kenku will always be on guard here during daylight hours. Once he detects intruders he will shapeshift into human form and try to lead the party to the jucal lair in the pillared hall (5).

3. 2’ deep, the 6’ long rock wall is a rock flap designed to resemble the stone wall, but it is 7’ above ground level. It cannot be opened from this side but requires only a light push to cause the bolt to snap into place on its hinges. The 2 ordinary doors both have locks but at present neither is locked. The 3 males and Snowbeak all have keys. The locks are in fact only on the door in the rear which will secure both doors, similarly opening one opens both. The locks lose their magical properties if removed from the doors. The doors themselves are made up of the shal (as levitate spell) at rate of 10’ per segment. The command word ‘fall’ will cause one person to descend (as feather fall spell) at the same rate shown above. Only one person may use the shaft at any given time.
5. This is the prison lair of 13 jaculi. They have been captured by the kenku and are kept half-starved in the dark. They will attack anything but will not pass the large pillar (marked with a cross) in pursuit of prey. All the pillars in the hall are 20’ high, and stretch from the floor to the 20’ high ceiling which they support. Three of the jaculi are an extremely rare poisonous variety, the bite of which induces a coma lasting for 5-10 rounds (d6+4).

Jaculi; AC6; HD1; HTK7;6,6,5,4,3,2,2,1,1 (FF), poisoned jaculi; AC8; HD2+1; HTK11,8,6. The jaculi will attempt to lead the party down here before shapingchanging to its normal form and ascending up the shaft and activating the lever as it goes. It will then return and loop back.

6. This appears to be a normal staircase, but when lever in (4) is operated the stairs fold to form a perfectly smooth slide at an angle of 45 degrees to the floor. The surface of the slope is coated with heavy grease, making it impossible to walk up the slide. The stairwell walls are rough but slightly slippery. Note that opening the locked door at the top will be difficult as no firm base is available for kicking, swinging a weapon etc. The lock may be picked at -10% normal chance but this will open one on the second level.

Rooms 7, 8 and 9. At night the kenku will be in their rooms as described below. Each kenku will be asleep 70% of the time. During the remaining 30% the kenku pair, one other pair by will be working in the dell and the remaining pair will be on guard, the male at (2) and the female on top of the cliff near the entrance to the secret door.

7. This is the lair of two mated kenku. Female AC5; HD2; HTK14, armed with quarterstaff. Male AC5; HD3; HTK14, armed with short sword.

Spells: Magic missile & shapechange ability.
The room is fairly comfortably furnished and, as are the corridors nearby, is lit by lanterns and candles. There is nothing of interest in the room.

8. As above except female HTK 13, male HTK16 (abilities and weapons remain unchanged).

9. As above but female HTK7, male HTK14.

If for any reason any of these kenku are captured they will never reveal any information to the party.

10. This extremely filthy room is the lair of Snowbeak, the kenku leader. The room is furnished similarly to (7) but it also contains a large wooden bed, measuring 7’x7’ and 2400gp, under a heap of straw. During the night it is 80% unlikely that Snowbeak will be in this room, but 10% of the time she will be found in (11). The remaining 10% of the time she will be out hunting or wandering on her own. During the day she spends the majority of her time in (11) praying (60% chance) but 10% of the time or out wandering (20% chance). If Snowbeak is out wandering she will return to the complex within 1-12 turns.

Snowbeak; AC5; HD4; HTK22, always fights without weapon.

Spells: Magic missile, burning hands, abilities of shapechange and invisibility.

Snowbeak is used to dealing with drugs in theilos for sale to Yardley. They do not regard it as an honourable task for warriors and they had intended to leave very soon. A subsequent visit led the party on an attack against a farmhouse apparently in revenge for the disappearance of her mate Fleetmane.

Fleetmane knows a great deal about Yardley and his men, including the location of the hut at Oldfield Copse, the hidden weapon cache and the method used to smuggle drugs to a distant city. She suspects that Yardley ultimately intends to try and destroy her tribe and has tried to gain time for herself by stealing the bannings for Yardley.

Less than two weeks ago Fleetmane her mate went out hunting and vanished. While praying to the altar in (11) for his safe return, a fearsome voice informed her that he would only be allowed to return alive if she obeyed instructions. The voice has demanded the death of the kenku male who had sacrificed a female kenku. If she finds a party of willing adventurers she will offer them all the tribe’s treasure. At dawn, Snowbeak had on Yardley if they will return her mate alive and destroy the threat of the altar. She had not told other kenku of the voice and has no idea who the voices are the source of menace, believing it to be some alien and hateful deity.

11. The room is apparently empty except for the large altar and the four statues of, from left to right, a small bat-like wings and huge taloned claws. At the feet is a bowl of burning incense, causing a cloud of luminous smoke to collect around the altar, giving an impression that the whole statue is floating gently in mid-air. It is possible to step inside this hollow altar from a panel in the north wall.

12. The room contains two stools and a small table. One female and one male drow will always be on guard here, the female sitting inside the altar. Although there is no way to enter the altar (11) the female will use her clairvoyance ability as soon as she hears any noise in the room. Upon detection of a party they will retreat to (20) to warn Snowbeak and they will take place on the battlements, joined by the other drow in three rounds. Inside the altar is a small trumpet-like device which when spoken through produces a deep echoing voice in (11).

13. Identical to the altar at (6) but the operating lever is on the balcony in (20).

14. A black hole in the ceiling at the end of this corridor tunnelled from dirt and stone, but with a wooden floor.

15. The trap is a 15’ deep pit with a delicately balanced wooden panel on top, hinged by strong springs. A pressure plate on the floor of the pit is spiked, causing a total of 5-15 damage (20+4-3) to anyone falling in. If the party searched the floor of the pit they may chance finding a tiny copper ring - a Ring Of Spell storing containing the MU spells forget and phantasmal force. The trap will only be activated by a weight of 60lb or more. Noting the phantasmal character from the pit may prove extremely difficult because of the low height of the ceiling.

16. Another black hole in the ceiling leads down into the underworks.

17. A hole in the ceiling is a 100’ deep shaft.

18. This large storage room contains a whole selection of agricultural tools, picks, shovels, hoes, spades, etc. Tool baskets containing a primitive but very poisonous weedkiller in liquid form.

19. The shaded floor area is where a metal pressure plate (14 inches) is connected to 2 inches of loose dirt. A weight of 130lbs or more will cause two portculises (a & b) to fall from their hidden recesses in the ceiling. Chance to lift is 1 in 25. A portculis roll. The kenku inspect this trap every 12 hrs minimum.

20. (a) This area is a full 15’ below the top of the belltrapp wall. The secret door in the wall will only open in total darkness. A lever on it can operate at all times.

(b) The door will defend from behind a 6’ high pine stock and a large spike every 3’ The door to (21) can be locked from either side. All drow carry a key.

21. The room contains only the bannings from the drow party (sleeping mats, iron rations etc).

Drug Smuggling

The drow are being moved by horse from the kenku lair to the hut at Oldfield Copse (along on moonless nights). After processing (for the drows this merely involves packing in a pressed cloth) they are delivered to Yardley by villagers who do not know what they are carrying, but who are kept silent by threats to their families. At the timber mill they are passed through the edges of the forest and then sent out with the other timber to be taken to the large town in the barges. If at any time it can be proved that Yardley is responsible for this drug smuggling the whole village will rise against him.

The recent addition of manadrake root to the business was the idea of the kenku leader Fleetmane and his mate who have stolen the bannings from Windy Hill Tuesday. Yardley does not know of the recent developments at the kenku lair (ie the disappearance of Fleetmane and the tribes’ subsequent destruction of the farm).
Co-Operative
The village co-op is a self-help group of farmers and prominent villagers who now run the village and surrounding areas. The head of the co-op is Joshua Kainley, an adventurer who retired after receiving severe mutilation in the torture chamber of an evil wizard.

Kainley is an extremely tough character, who will not tolerate any evil in what he regards as his village. If necessary he will not shrink at taking an active part in any trouble, even though he fights at -2 due to his various disabilities.

Kainley:
AC10(3); HTK36; LVL4; LG; Ranger: Str:17; Int:15; Wis:13; Dex:11; Con:17; Chr:10.
Sprint Mail +1, shortbow, bastard sword.

Ending the adventure
Should the party succeed in smashing the drug-smuggling operation they will be awarded ownership of the timber yard by a grateful village. They will also find a credit note for 2500gp from a banker in the nearby town among Yardley’s possessions. If the party accept the offer made to them earlier (money and herd), the co-operative will almost certainly go out of business. This should be made clear to the players and dictates of alignment and personality may cause discord within the party.

Mandrake People [Best of WD Articles II]
Mandrakes are thin humanoids with bark-like skin which is covered with tiny rootlets. They are creatures of the forest and associate little with humankind. Mandrake females give birth to a bantling, an acorn-like seed that will eventually grow into a mature mandrake. This bantling can be harvested and used as an aphrodisiac; curing impotence it is greatly sought after by humans. Such practice is regarded as genocide and thus the mandrakes are hostile to all humans except for druids. The statistics for the tribe of mandrake people, should they be needed, are: 22 mandrake people; HD1+1; AC5.

NEW MAGIC
Fall of Improbable Teleportation
This magical +1 spell will, upon striking any opponent, teleport the said opponent a distance of 1-20’ away from the wielder in a random direction. There is absolutely no danger of the person materialising anywhere but on the ground, but they will always be on their head. The person struck is allowed a saving throw magic which if made prevents the fall and having any effect upon the person except normal damage. If the wielder is in serious trouble he/she may hit themselves (automatic hit, half damage) and be transported 20’ away, landing on their feet.

SLAVERY
Level: 3
Range: Touch
Duration: 1 round/level
Area of Effect: One person
Components: V, S, M
Casting Time: 1 turn
Saving Throw: Negates

To successfully cast this spell the cleric must touch the recipient with his bare hand and the victim must fail his save vs spells. The spell enables the cleric to take complete control of the affected individual as though the victim’s mind was an extension of the cleric’s own. The cleric can never know any of the victim’s knowledge nor can he force the victim to cast spells. Otherwise the cleric can control the victim in any way, commanding him to carry out any task that is within his physical capability providing it will not result in obvious self-damage. The cleric communicates telepathically with the victim although control is immediately lost if they do not remain within sight of each other. The material component for the spell is a small platinum chain of at least 200gp value. Only creatures of up to 6D levels can be affected.
Microview is a bi-monthly column covering computers in adventure gaming, edited by Russell Clarke.

This issue, rather than bring you a GAP with which to fill your stockings, Microreview is examining a number of new games for the Sinclair Spectrum with which gamers might like to spend a few hours over the Christmas break (providing you can get the family to agree to your monopolising the TV set!). Our reviewers have been hammering away at copies of the new Games Workshop games and the Eureka! package, and we're also taking a look at Lords of Midnignt, all of which appear to be attractive packages for your Spectrum.

SPECTRAL

TORER OF DESPAIR
Games Workshop Software £7.95

These days, so many computer adventure games lay claim to the dubious distinction of state-of-the-art graphics. What they, and more importantly the buyers, often fail to realise, however, is that with all that memory gone on the graphics, there isn't much left in which to produce the adventure itself. The upshot of it is that for really challenging adventures, you still can't beat the text-only mindwrenchers made by the likes of Level 9 and Scott Adams. After playing Tower of Despair, though, I reckon Games Workshop can be added to that select list already! It may sound like hype - this is their magazine, after all - but look at it the other way: if anyone is going to know about creating supernatural fantasy adventures they are, and I think they already have.

There are bonuses, however, that you don't get with other text-only games. Tower of Despair comes complete with a booklet which features a short introductory scene-setting tale, and more usefully sixteen neat illustrations by sometime WD artist Pete Martin. They are keyed into important moments in the adventure, and offer devious clues to some of the trickier problems, as well as conjuring up the necessary atmosphere. Not that the adventure is lacking any, though! The plot concerns the return to this plane of arch-nasty Malmor, who was banished into Limbo many years before by your father. He was helped in this by a pair of magical gemstones, you, however, only have one, and you must retrieve the other from your father's ally in the east before sorting out Malmor. I don't want to give away too many details of the plot, as I'd rather you found it out for yourself (or dying trying!). Suffice to say, it is replete with all sorts of perils which you must overcome by a combination of cunning and luck. You will often overcome your enemies by brains rather than brawn, though the gauntlet is there if things get tough.

This massive adventure loads in two parts, but I'm sure even the best players won't to Side 2 for a long while. Such is the attention to detail and infuriatingly clever plotting, that you will find yourself smiling knowingly when you finally get a particularly tricky section - only to loose it again when you get stuck in the next bit! There's going to be a lot of sleep lost over this one!

Rating 9 Kevin Westbury

D-DAY
Games Workshop Software £7.95

Computer wargames rarely lived up to promise in the past. There have been some stylish games on the Atari, such as Eastern Front and Legionnaire, and one or two very expensive disk-based American imports for the Commodore 64, but for the Sinclair Spectrum in particular, the existing 'wargames', such as Confrontation and Battle 1917 bear about as much resemblance to the real thing as Frank Bruno does to Joe Louis. D-Day, however, is different. The game has four separate scenarios, each set a stage in the push from Normandy to the Rhine. Each scenario is a set-piece battle on a map 63 x 64 units. The two players (Allied and German) have between 40 and 60 units each, depending on the scenario, and there are twelve different unit types, including bridgeayers, mortars, paratroopers, tanks etc. Each unit has attack and defence values, a movement value and a firing range. Terrain types include sand, grass, marsh, buildings, hedges, scrub and trees, and different terrain types consume varying numbers of movement points. Ships and trucks can transport other units and indeed some of these, such as long-range howitzers, cannot move on their own. The 'balancing' of the various unit values has been done very well and makes the game more playable. The maps have been excellently designed, providing a wide range of tactical alternatives for any given situation, and playing instructions are always given on-screen in a clear and concise manner. It is possible to scroll around the map and precisely identify all your own units, or you can call up a map of the overall position of your own (but not the enemy's) units. My only real criticism of D-Day is that because each unit has to be moved and fired individually, the game tends to be very slow. But the writers have provided a 'save game' facility at the end of each turn which helps and in any case, playing the game is absorbing that you don't notice the day passing!

The mechanics of the game are so simple anyone can play it, but in terms of strategy, D-Day is second to none.

Overall: 9 Andrew Miller

EUREKA!
Domark £14.95

Eureka is the latest and most spectacular of a new genre in computer games - the prize game. £25,000 is being offered to the first person to complete all five parts of this massive adventure. The game contains over 375K of programming and consists of five adventures linked by increasingly complex versions of an arcade game. The arcade game is pretty straightforward, chasing around a Pac Man like circuit, in which you gain extra vigour points to be used in the adventure game. In the pre-release copy I had it only contained a few of the games so
for the overall feel of the game I can't comment. The five adventures take place in Prehistoric Europe, Roman Italy, Celtic Britain, Wartime Germany and the modern Caribbean. The premise of the game is that fragments of a crystal from the moon have been scattered throughout time - you must find all the bits and save the World, and (coincidentally) the secret telephone number that gets you on the prize line. The plots are created by Ian Livingstone.

The adventure comes with a profusely illustrated book, in full colour, with pictures which have vital clues hidden in them.

Without having seen the full package, my impression is that this should provide a sustained challenge for the experienced adventure gamer, and a captivating and absorbing introduction to the complete novice. The graphics are not the best I have seen, however, every new location is illustrated with a fresh set of graphics, most of which appear to be mirror images, displayed in the top third of the screen. By employing a multi-loading option, they have managed to cram far more into this than any other game I've seen. I feel it would be unfair to grade Eureka until I've seen the whole package.

Kath Bilgora

LOLDS OF MIDNIGHT

Beyond £9.95

Lords of Midnight is a unique concept. It would be erroneous to class the game an adventure or a wargame, as it is neither, but it successfully combines the best elements of both genres.

The game is accompanied by a glossy booklet which explains the mechanics of the game, and details events prior to the action. Also included is an overlay which fits snugly over the Spectrum keyboard; all the commands are entered through single key strokes, so the overlay is essential.

The theme of the game concerns a mighty conflict between Good and Evil. Luxor the Moonprice must defend the Free against the Foul, led by the witching Doomdark. The War of the Solstice is about to commence.

Initially the player controls three characters, apart from Luxor himself, who must journey through the Land of Midnight recruiting men. Once enough troops have been assembled, the Free must take Doomdark's Citadel in the Plains of Despair in order to town. Alternatively, Morkin (LUXOR's son) may embark on a perilous solitary quest northwards to steal and destroy the Ice Crown. Because of his mixed heritage, Morkin is the only character who can wield and use the full power of Doomdark's magic power.

The source of Doomsday's power is a magical artifact called the Ice Crown. The Ice Fear it produces has a terrible demoralising effect on all those who oppose it. If it becomes too strong lords may become too terrified to fight, and even desert to the other side.

Luxor wears the Moon Ring, antithesis of the Ice Crown. It allows him to direct his forces from afar, and also protects its bearer and those near him from the effects of the Ice Fear.

The beauty of Lords of Midnight lies largely in the visualisation and detail devoted to the Land of Midnight itself. Views are finely drawn in blue and white across the middle of the screen. A brief description of the current location appears at the top, and nearby characters, armys and monsters exhibit themselves at the bottom in glorious technicolour.

The landscape changes continuously. The closer you travel towards a terrain feature, the larger it becomes. If you happen to notice something interesting in the distance, you can just change direction and head towards it. Apart from the various settlements and fortifications, the countryside is positively littered with forts, ruins, lava lakes. Often, these places conceal benign or malevolent powers - bane swords, the Cup of Dreams, the Hand of Dark, the Waters of Life, etc. Experience will dictate which to investigate and which to avoid.

Response time is very fast, even when drawing the pictures. I found the game a pleasure to play - the apparent simplicity of the commands in no way limits your options. All actions necessary to the central theme of the game are covered, more choice would purely make it unplayable. This is not a game for the faint-hearted - be prepared to devote weeks to it. If you like a challenge, and are looking for something different and totally absorbing, try Lords of Midnight.

I doubt that you will be disappointed.

Overall: 9

Lyndsey Paton

BATTLECARS

Games Workshop Software £7.95

For a computerised version of an existing boardgame to succeed, it must be able to remove all the tedious elements of die rolling, record keeping, and piece moving, whilst retaining all the excitement, playability and addictive qualities of the original. So many computerisations fail miserably on all counts, but thankfully in the case of Battlecars, the computerised version is very good indeed, much better than the original boardgame.

Packaged with a clear and informative instruction booklet, and a pair of press-out keyboard overlays, the game is made up of a number of different elements; this modular format enables you to start with a simple race around the small racing circuit against the clock, and build up to full-scale war in a large town, in a car you've designed yourself and fitted out with a wide range of weapons and extra features! Upon loading (after a rather long load time, though you do get a pretty title screen to look at) a menu reveals the various selections. You choose 'Circuit' and you will get the option of a 'Time Trial', which can be useful in teaching you how to manoeuvre your car, or a 'Race', against the computer or a second player (or set the computer against itself!). There are 6 steering keys, together with Throttle, Brake, and four weapons keys. With practice though, this doesn't present too much of a problem, as they are sensibly laid out, and the overlays are very helpful.

You choose 'Autodrome' or 'Town' and you can load in another arena from side two. The former is a large open space dotted with a few bushes but the other, Slug City, is a very complex town plan, with many tortuous turns and dead-ends to trap an inexperienced driver.

The screen layout is based around two scrolling windows, one centred on each car. Below these are the Damage sheets (parts of which flash as if you are hit), fuel and speed gauges, and a large overview map of the circuit, arena, or town. Graphics are crisp and smooth with very little flashing, and no detectable bugs.

The graphics in the 'Design' section are even better, very reminiscent of an architect's diagram. Starting with a basic frame you add weapons, armour and special equipment, depending on how much you have to spend. After designing your car, you can load it into the main program, and race it as usual. All in all, Battlecars is fast, furious and great fun, and manages to combine simple operations with quite complex play, where only the best drivers and the surest shots will survive.

Overall: 8

Kevin Westbury
ARS ARCANA
by Kiel Stephens

This issue’s Treasure Chest concludes the series of spell tips for magic-users with ideas for the use of 8th and 9th level spells.

Glassteel
Another permanent little enchantment, so you may as well cast it on all of your windows (not that a magic user should have windows; a sealed home is a much better idea) and potion bottles. Since the armor class of this substance is 1, you might as well use it as the base material of many different item spells when making magic platemail as it will be two AC’s better than magical metal platemail.

Mind Blank
An absolutely essential spell if you want to stay alive in a rough Universe. The only way to be totally safe from all harm is to be thoroughly undetectable, after all. The only way to achieve this is to use this spell. It is even better if you can get hold of a wish to make the effects permanent. The immunity to some spells is a nice extra, especially soul trapping.

Otto’s Irresistable Dance
We’ve banned this one in our game, I mean, a spell with no saving throw that stops the poor guy from getting any saving throws against anything cast at him for at least two rounds, so make sure you carry a spell like flesh to stone in mind when you’re going to cast this.

Permanency
A lot of referees extend this spell to include other spells that you can cast it on without showing. But even as the spell stands, it is worth casting on objects such as walls of force (which you can shape as you like, and if glassteel platemail is tough, then imagine it made of this) prismatic spheres (around your bed at home, that is if you consider sleeping safe), invisibility (on your addictive or Homunculus is you were stupid enough to get one - the less you have to look at in this game the better), etc.

Polymorph Any Object
This is nice for keeping items safe or small. Just turn the item into something similar but much smaller for ease of transportation. It is also useful to keep a selection of other people’s flesh for various reasons as, if petrifed, the flesh will stay fresh for cloning. I usually turn other people’s flesh into labelled sticks, and then petrifed them for storage. Because of this, when one fellow wizard decided that he didn’t like the implications of having his flesh in someone else’s grasp, he wished that all of his flesh (except that which he was wearing) was destroyed. As the flesh was in another form at the time the sample survived.

Serten’s Spell Immunity
At this stage, all your saving throws aren’t on ones, then there is obviously something wrong with you.

Symbol
Some of these symbols have durations that last as long as they are not used up. These are the ones such as death, insanity, and stunning. A symbol of stunning placed on the blade of a dagger before an adventure is very helpful so that if you have no recourse but to hit something (a sure sign that something is very wrong for a magic user) then at least you can affect 160 hit points with no save, a big improvement on the normal 1-4 for a dagger. It could also be a reasonable idea to put a symbol on the back of your jacket, just in case anyone tries to backstab you. I use stunning in the example as it affects the most hit points, and you never know how many you might need to stop.

Trap the Soul
Not only is this a foolproof way to capture an opponent whose true name you know (you just vanish something amongst his items as the triggering item, such as a gold piece), but it also has great possibilities in connection with the magic jar spell. You just keep your real body in your home with a simulacrum (the only totally loyal servants) that holds a trap the soul gem with your name on it. You can then go forth adventuring in your magic jar body, using your own jar as the trigger item for the trap the soul spell. What this means is that if you (your body) die, and are forced into the jar, you have trapped the soul yourself, no matter how far away it is. When this happens the gem glows, the simulacrum will see this and crush the gem, and you will safely enter your real body again. With this set up you need never fear death again (unless killed inside an anti-magic shell).

Temporal Stasis
At last, a spell with a range (it doesn’t matter how short the range is, as long as you don’t have to roll to hit) that automatically puts people out, no save. The only problem is that you can’t hurt these afterwards. One nice way to deal with your trapped victims is to go up to them with an anti-magic shell on you and then they will be back to normal as long as you are within 10’ of them. If they try to run away then as soon as they are one 10’ away from them they go back into temporal stasis, and as long as they are in the anti-magic shell they can’t cast any magic (and magic is the only thing worth worrying about, isn’t it?). But chain them up first anyway, I mean, why start taking chances now. You may also like to use this spell to keep your future clones fresh rather than having to wait 2 - 8 months for one to grow.

Time Stop
The duration of this is long enough to steal an item or slit a throat totally unnoticed, and then leave again. People just won’t realise what’s happened. One moment they’re talking to a friend, the next moment his throat is bleeding and he’s dead.

One spell that I haven’t mentioned independently is dispel magic, and if you suspect your opponent may have seen this article, then she might well need dispelling. Another thing to note is that if your referee tends to cast dispels at you a lot, then many of the aforementioned set-ups will be a waste of time for you, unless you can get hold of a Bag of Holding or a Portable Hole to keep your goodies in.

Many non-offensive spells (such as passwall) can be used in combat and a few offensive spells may be used to good purpose defensively, for example, the symbol on the back of the cloak to deter backstabbers. Combining two or more spells can give a spell extra potential, like using a magic jar, the different ways of succeeding with a projected image, and the devastating effect of passwall followed by a dispel magic.
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BUSH CAT
by Robin Cameron

| Age 1-5 Yrs | 1 (10% 1-4) |
| Age 6-12 Yrs | 1 (10% 1-4) |
| Age 13-25 Yrs | 3 |
| Age 26 (+6d6) | 3 |

No Appearing: 1
Armour Class: 3
Movement: 12
Hit Dice: 1d6+2
Treasure: Nil
Attack: 2 claws for 1-3 each plus bite for 1d4
Alignment: Chaotic Neutral
Intelligence: Very

These small cat-like creatures are found in forested, hilly, mountainous and rough areas. They frequently waylay parties of all sorts, especially gnomes, goblins, halflings and kobolds.

Bush cats usually attack by leaping from trees or ledges, or by their ability to cause fear by emitting their terrifying screech from their unseen place of ambush and then silently pursuing and attacking their fleeing victim from behind (gaining the backstab modifiers as for a thief).

Bush cats live to a maximum age of 50 years (26 + 4d6). Their statistics and abilities vary with their age. However, all bush cats have the following abilities: track (as a ranger); pass without trace (as druid); speak with animals; and lick wounds (as paladin laying on hands) at 2 points per age category, once every 6 hours. In addition to common and their alignment tongues, all bush cats can speak the following languages: gnome, goblin, halfling, and kobold.

Bush cats also have other abilities depending on their age as detailed below.

- Age 1-5: Magic Resistance 10%, 20%, 30% - 40%
- DM to Fear Save: -1 - 2 - 3 - 4
- Fall as Monk Lvl: 4th 4th 6th 13th
- Damage/Backstab as Thief Level: 1st 5th 9th 13th
- Move Silently, Hide in Shadows, Hear and Noise as Thief Lvl: 4th 7th 10th 13th

---

TUNNEL CRAWLER
by Mark Simmons and Dougal Dixon

No Appearing: 1 (2-5)
Armour Class: 4 (Back: 0)
Movement: 7
Hit Dice: 5d8 + 2
Treasure: R, V, X
Attack: 4 claws for 1d6 each, poison, spells and special (see below)
Alignment: Lawful Neutral (evil tendency)
Intelligence: Genius

Tunnel crawlers are a reclusive race of earth dwellers whose main interest lies in works of a literary nature (ie, scrolls, spell books, poems, legends, etc). They stand at about the height of a small horse and blend in with the colours of the stones and earth around them. Although they are basically peaceful creatures, they will attack any party who they think may have written works about them and lust after any scrolls or magic-users' spell books.

Tunnel crawlers usually attack by surprise as they can hide in shadows as a 12th level thief. They prefer to attack with their spells or toxic spray (see below) rather than melee, but will claw if hard pressed. If attacked from behind, they can use their poison sting (save vs death at +3), they take half damage from...
edged weapons and are 90% resistant to magic. If severely wounded, they can roll up into a ball (like an armadillo) and are AC0 in this state. They are immune to poison and attacks by acid or fungi. These creatures feed on stone and fungi from which they produce the toxins for their poison sting. They mine and burrow using a spray that can squint from two glands in their forehead. The spray dissolves rock, making it easier for them to remove with their mandibles. If a tunnel crawler chooses to spray any attackers with this excrecence, it acts as a web spell as well as causing a fatal skin disease (save vs death at +5 or die in 1-6 months unless a cure disease spell is cast on the afflicted character). All tunnel crawlers can use spells as a 7th level magic user and 2nd level cleric. Any treasure of an individual creature will be hidden in its lair which is usually a chamber at the end of a long passageway.

They speak their own language and common, as well as many other languages that they have learned from the various writings that they have collected. They are nicknamed "Old Grandfather Lizards" by most earth dwellers.

**BLOOD SPORE**

by Alan Heaven

No Appearing: 1-8
Armour Class: See below
Movement: See below
Hit Dice: 1-5d8
Treasure: None
Attack: See below
Alignment: Neutral
Intelligence: Non

Bloodstones are actually parasitic fungi which have evolved to resemble gemstones so that curious creatures will be attracted by their colours. At their smallest and youngest stage, they are approximately 2" in diameter and look like a shining multi-faceted crystal. The table below shows the various stages through which they grow:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>HD</th>
<th>AC</th>
<th>Colour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2&quot;</td>
<td>1d8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Clear crystal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4&quot;</td>
<td>2d8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Light emerald</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6&quot;</td>
<td>3d8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Turquoise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8&quot;</td>
<td>4d8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Dark sapphire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10&quot;</td>
<td>5d8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Blood-red ruby</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These parasites live by drawing off the blood, marrow and internal organs of any warm-blooded creature that they can become attached to, growing and changing colour according to the amount drained from the host. A fair estimate of the effect on the host is the loss of 1 point of constitution and 1 hit point per day until death is near when the fungus will arrest the process until a fresh victim is near. Equally, it can speed up the process to the rate of 1 constitution and damage point per turn but only if it senses a much greater source of food and reproduction nearby, or if attacked.

Once the fungus has reached the ruby-red stage, it will burst, if potential victims are in range, releasing 5-10 pea-sized spores up to 3" towards the nearest living, warm-blooded creatures with no more than half the spores going to any one target if more than one is in range. The spores strike as a 5 hit dice creature for 2d4 damage and, if they hit, are attached to the creature. They will burrow through cloth into the victim's body in one round, through leather in two, and through metal in four. The spores cannot easily be knocked off, and are treated as AC0 for this purpose. If they fail to reach living flesh in 2 turns, they shrivel and die.

Once the spore has burrowed through any clothing, it anaesthetises its victim and burrows unnoticed into and under the skin. Once there, it begins to grow its fronds through which it feeds, and the only sign of it is a small swelling. Once it has drained 1d8's worth from the victim it will by then have emerged on the victim's flesh in its clear crystal stage. Once exposed, it can be removed by acid which will leave its fronds behind to rot inside the victim and will necessitate a cure disease; or by a salt solution which will shrivel and kill the entire parasite with no after effects. However, one third of any constitution points that it has drained can never be recovered and the remainder are recuperated at the rate of 1 point per week.

Blood spores are immune to fire. Extreme cold does them no harm, but causes them to hibernate (cease feeding and growing) until the cold has passed.

**HELGHOST**

by Andrew Baker

No Appearing: 1-6 (2-40 in army)
Armour Class: -2
Movement: 21
Hit Dice: 9d8+4
Treasure: A
Attack: By weapon, spells and special (see below)
Alignment: Lawful evil
Intelligence: Exceptional-Genius

This extremely rare creature is the inherently corrupt form of a magic-user who was so evil in life that they became an undead personification of that evil. They appear as a skeletal figure (not unlike a lich), with glowing red eyes and are always cloaked in long black robes. They usually wield a huge, ornate two-handed sword (typically +1). They are also exceptionally strong (10x). A helghost can emit a powerful beam of psychic energy (4" long cone, 3")

diameter at end, ½" diameter base). Anyone caught in this beam takes 5 points of damage (no save) each round. The helghost can use this mind blast as well as attacking with spells or weapons each round.

To become a helghost after death, a magic-user must fulfill the following requirements: one must have been at least 12th level; have been lawful evil consistently throughout their life without any deviation; have more hit points than the helghost they are to become; and their average for strength, intelligence, and dexterity must be at least 14. If a magic-user satisfies these requirements and wishes to become a helghost on their death, they must sacrifice at least 5000gp worth of gems and jewelry to their deity. If they do this, they have a 45% base chance of becoming a helghost with an additional 1% for every additional 5000gp worth of jewelry sacrificed to a total maximum chance of 75%. Illusionists can never become helghosts under any circumstance.

A helghost can use spells as a magic-user of one third the level that they were when alive (e.g., an 18th level magic-user would become a helghost with 6th level magic powers). If the reverse of a spell is possible, then the helghost must always take the reverse.

A helghost can never actually die. If they are reduced to 0 or less hit points, they lapse into a comatose state indistinguishable from death. However, in 2-24 hours, minus one hour for each 10 hit points the helghost had (to a minimum of 2 hours), they come to life. If, when a helghost is reduced to a comatose state, the spells exercise and then bless are used, the helghost will not revive for 1-12 months, minus one month for each 10 hit points the helghost had (to a maximum of 2 months). Experience points are awarded as normal for reducing a helghost to a coma.

If the comatose creature is dismembered, and the parts scattered, then, once the time for revival has elapsed, each part can gear its discoverer to take that part to the others where it can reunite and become whole again.

Helghosts are turned by clerics as vampires.

Helghosts can sometimes be found in large, powerful armies of an evil nature, but this is rare (1%).

If any player character becomes a helghost, they should be removed from the campaign with the helghost becoming an NPC.
The Desert...harsh...cruel...inhospitable...

Here, every day, every hour in your world is a fight...a fight for survival...

...especially if your world has Gavin in it.

CHAPTER 4: "A RARE THING HAPPENED ON THE WAY TO THE BASE"

Having landed on Pecias, Flinn, Hayes, Syrena and Gavin (oh, and Felix) set off to ward the prison complex. There they Dish to allow Osprey safe landing.

Sound effects made by the sun

OH FUMNY... DON'T YOU THINK LEAVING THE SHUTTLE CREW IN THE MOLDS WITH TWO TONS OF RAPIDLY MELTING CHOC-ICES TO DIE A HORRIBLY STICKY DEATH A BIT SEVERE?

IT WAS EITHER THAT OR LEAVE DRAKEL WITH THEM.

IT WAS A KINDNESS, SYRENA.

The arduous trek begins...

"Hi, hi, hi, hi, it's off to the prison complex, we go" with rockets and bombs and photon guns, hihi... hi hi hi hi hi hi.

Much later...

There it is guys... the prison complex... it looks like a model...

CAPTAIN DOUG

"WHAT ABOUT THE LASER-PENED, THE ARMOUR AND THE PHOTON TURBINES?"

"GASP!"

NO, Felix... it's been nearly three and he still hasn't come back.

Oh... force it... come on... let's get down there...

NEXT: NATURE RAMBLE.
Dear WD,

Over the months Carl Critchlow's Thrd the Barbarian has appeared in White Dwarf, we are sure that many readers have enjoyed the fun that he has had at the expense of some of fantasy fiction's most cherished cliches.

He is not the first, of course, as his use of classic sequences from Monty Python & The Holy Grail [WD50] and Raiders of the Lost Ark [WD55] acknowledges, but not all your readers may have realised that he is also a fan of Dave Sim's Cerebus the Aardvark, with the earthpig born himself making a guest appearance in panel 5 of the Thrd strip in WD 52. As long-standing devotees of 'the-killer-who-looks-like-a-bunny' we are sure that many of Thrd's readers would get as much enjoyment as Carl obviously has from Dave's work, especially stories such as Magikins, in the compilation volume Swords of Cerebus 4. You'll have to hurry, though, to catch the remaining copies of Epic [Feb '83] which featured his glorious Arnold the Ishurian.

Sad to say, although Michael Moorcock liked Dave's Elicric parody, Eldro the Albino [Cerebus 4, June '78, and many succeeding issues], it looks as if another of Dave's best supporting characters has recently bitten the dust. The Winderoch (aka The Cockroach, Captain Cockroach and the Moonroach) seems to have fallen foul of Marvel's party pooping corporate lawyers, who don't seem to appreciate the difference between parody, which introduces original material, and plagiarism, where chunks of someone else's work are used wholesale without acknowledgement. Still, that's the happy-go-lucky world of comics for you.

Yours, I say, yours sincerely,
Chris Elliott & Richard Edwards.

Dear WD,

Having read Kiel Stephens' suggestions on spell usage in WD57 I felt I had to comment on the proposed use of the levitate spell. Certainly the spell-caster can levitate an unwilling victim (if the target fails its save vs magic) but the spell description clearly states that there is a maximum vertical movement rate of 10' round. In such cases, this limitation doesn't apply to upwards motion but also limits the victim's rate of descent. However, the levitate spell can be cancelled whenever the spell-caster so desires and in this way the helpless victim can be made to fall normally but in doing so the spell is lost and the victim (if still alive) should once again be free of mephitic hindrances. In this way the levitate spell continues to be as good as a death spell when the 'long drop' method is used in the wilderness, but even a 1st level fighter shouldn't have too much to worry about in a 10' high room.

While on the subject of spells I may as well include my observations on the side effects of the pyrotechnics spell, specifically when the fire source is immediately extinguished by the employment of the spell. Although most DMs quickly learn to describe their favourite subterranean fiery chasm as being fed by numerous small jets of flame, a DM might allow the caster of this spell to extinguish a wall of fire or perhaps even banish a fire elemental (although the pyrotechnics chance of success is usually worked out along the lines of a dispel magic spell).

Well that's enough for now (my typing finger is getting sore).

Yours,

Mark Byng, Portsmouth.

Dear WD,

I'm sorry that your magazine 'caters' only for more popular games on the market. What about the least popular ones? One can become rather discouraged reading endless articles about D&D or Traveller. Where are the articles about C&S or MERP (Middle Earth Role-Playing)?

This trend can be easily seen in the proliferation of scenarios and articles for RuneQuest.

I'm aware of the fact that the possible answer to this letter will probably be: 'We're willing to publish, but we need contributions - Ed.' But if your readers are not aware of the existence of those systems or think that you are interested in D&D or Traveller, they will not play the game behind the DM's screen and you'll never hear of them. How about some constructive example giving?

As for MERP, you should consider the fact that the vast majority of RPG players came to RPGs through Tolkien's work (or at worst Donaldson or May - yuck). This game has the best background of them all. Being superior to D&D doesn't harm it, either.

Despite the above criticism, your magazine is very, very useful, especially the general articles (like Psionics in WD57 or Monsters Have Feelings Too in WD38). Keep up the standard.

As a final request I would be very happy to see Albie Fiore eaten by Fennis Wolf, just to stop the gibbering mouther's factory.

Your Ever Murgo Killing Ally,
Marc A Volovic (Israel-Elven spy)

Dear WD,

I have to agree with Altea the Enviable (letters, WD57). The editorial in WD is becoming increasingly inane and immature, and tends to patronise the readers. Is this a part of a sinister plot to turn our noble pastime into a children's game and thus open a bigger market for the game moguls? We already have a Dungeons & Dragons cartoon series on telly, and those revolting plastic figures that have the temerity to call themselves Advanced Dungeons & Dragons in the toysthops - is WD now muscling in on this Beano territory? I must point out that I have not read all WD articles - I was 14 when I started playing - but they will enjoy it more if it is treated in a more casual manner, as in the golden age of early White Dwarf. Then it will be more interesting for younger and newcomers, and more suitable for old hacks.

Fiend Factory proves itself also in declining. Scraping through borderline SF/Fantasy for new ways to spell monster, this department is overdue for a rest. Perhaps we should accept that an orc, by any other name, would fight as foul...

Yours,

John Outram, Camberley.

Dear WD,

Frigging Readers of the Lost Ark on the back of the Treasure Chest Crossword Competition was not the most brilliant show of imagination you have ever had. Seriously, this could stop a lot of readers filling it in.

I am worried by what appears to be a case of selective blindness by Mr Steele (WD57). Since issue 54, Treasure Chest has been providing exactly what he wants - articles on campaigns and roleplaying which have only a slight D&D bias, excepting Ars Arcana, and he still can't see them! These days people are seriously talking about role-playing, not just how to become Superman; the hobby has grown up.

All in all I have found little to complain about in the last issue of White Dwarf, except for that the Beano Factory has been a bit dull. Even this has had its redeeming features though and the shapenails alone are justification for the column.

Yours,

R James, Hereford.

Several readers have pointed out the error of our ways with 'Readers ...'; all I can say is it won't happen again!

—Ed.
RALLY TO

283 Pentonville Road.

Opening Hours:
Monday 1.00pm - 7.00pm
Tuesday-Saturday 10.00am - 7.00pm

A Merry Christmas and
Happy Morale Checks
to all our customers

GAMERS IN EXILE

We stock an excellent range of wargames,
role-playing games and figures.
Introducing GRAN CHACO - unique
personalised figure manufacturing service.
We make the figures you want but can't get.

T.S.R. Standard
Avalon Hill Integral Terrain
Dixons Citadel
Gallia/Lamming Games Workshop
Platoon 20 Heroics/Ros

Axles Armies

25mm WARHAMMER BATTALIONS
£19.70 + £1.30 P&P
MEN OF THE ORIENT · MEN OF THE WEST
DWARFS · GOBLINS · ORCS
Each Battalion comes with full points list

FOR CHRISTMAS
See the full range of
JAMES BOND
007
Adventures and Accessories

Axle says:
WHY NOT VISIT THE GUARDROOM
AND SEE OUR COMPLETE RANGE OF GAMES AND FIGURES.
"The Friendly Games Shop"

The Guardroom
38 WEST ST., DUNSTABLE.
Tel: (0582) 606041
2 miles from Junction 11 on the M1
**Bits of Fluff**

by Alex McCunn

‘What was what?’ said Boombash the Humakti. His companions turned. ‘Back there, he continued, ‘a scuffling inside that hollow tree.’

As they watched, a tiny furry creature clambered out of the treetrunk and fell with a plop to the grass. It looked back at them with comically round eyes, a toy spear clasped in its little fist.

‘You little so-and-so,’ growled Boombash as he drew his sword. His teeth flashed in a malicious sneer as he advanced towards the tiny being. ‘I’ll teach you not to go frightening honest adventurers…’

**FURBALLS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STR</th>
<th>1d6 Left leg (05-08)</th>
<th>0.3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SIZ</td>
<td>1d6 Body (09-14)</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INT</td>
<td>3d6 Right arm (15-17)</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POW</td>
<td>3d6 Left arm (18-20)</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEX</td>
<td>3d6+6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHA</td>
<td>2d6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Move</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hit points</td>
<td>8-9 average</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defence</td>
<td>30% average</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armour</td>
<td>4 point fur</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Javelin</td>
<td>throw (1d10), SR1,75%; melee (1d6+1)</td>
<td>SR5,100% (Parry 70%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skills</td>
<td>Stealth abilities very high (80+)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Furballs are rare and peculiar creatures which dwell deep in woodland such as the Stinking Forest near Snakepipe Hollow. They live alone in hollow trees or under tree roots. These seemingly primitive creatures are friendly and intelligent, living off herbs and berries and the occasional lizard or snake. They are known to hoard treasure, and if their privacy is invaded they will fight with spears and javelins. If the adventurer who stumbles across a furball’s lair only defends himself, the furball will not press its initial attack. Once it is content that this particular adventurer will not go poking his nose into hollow trees again, it will retreat from combat. An adventurer who tries to fight a furball will find it to be a ferocious and elusive opponent.

The furball is a creature of the forest, and is quite safe if left alone - even friendly. It is not wise to provoke one, however. Their teeth are sharp, and their claws are as deadly as the fanged insects they prey upon. Furballs occur in a variety of colours, most commonly dark brown or grey. Some have been reported as being garish pink or blue, but these are rare.

**WEREBALLS**

| STR  | 1d6+6 (x2 in were-form) |     |
| CON  | 3d6                   |     |
| SIZ  | 1d6 (x 2 in were-form) |     |
| INT  | 3d6 (animal-level in were-form) |     |
| POW  | 3d6                   |     |
| DEX  | 3d6+6 (-6 in were-form) |     |
| CHA  | 2d6                   |     |
| Move | 6(8)                  |     |
| Hit points | average 9-10 in were-form |     |
| Defence | 10%                   |     |
| Armour | usual 4 point fur; skin becomes 8 point in were-form and requires magic or Runic metal to penetrate |     |
| Skills | Stealth abilities very high (80+) |     |

Weresballs are also hinted at. The wereball assumes the form of a bulgy, dog-faced ball of light fur with great white claws. This wereball (or wolfball) is twice the size of a standard furball, and a formidable foe. It will attack unprovoked and attempt to knock down a character. If successful it will go for the throat and head, after first removing any armour in the way.

These unpleasant creatures live among the rocks and in the caves of Beast Valley and are not so rare as people would like them to be. They subsist mainly on a diet of unfortunate adventurers as they enjoy the sport of hunting humans.

**DRAGON BALLS**

| STR  | 3d6 Tail (01-02) | 4/4 |
| CON  | 3d6 Right leg (03-06) | 4/5 |
| SIZ  | 3d6 Left leg (07-10) | 4/5 |
| INT  | 3d6 Body (11-20) | 8/6 |
| POW  | 3d6               |     |
| DEX  | 2d6               |     |
| CHA  | 2d6               |     |
| Move | 8                 |     |
| Hit points | 10-11 average |     |
| Defence | 15%                  |     |
| Armour | 4 pt skin; 4 pt fur |     |
| Claws | (2d6), SR10,60% |     |
| Bite | (d6+2), SR12,55% |     |

(If the dragon-ball will strike with only one claw and hit in a single MR.)

Dragon balls are another, less common variation. These yellow-skinned creatures live in the deserts of Giorantha and usually make their home in the vicinity of an oasis. They are almost perfectly round with the exception of the protruding dragonish snout and tail, and have two powerful limbs in place of the usual four. Their fur is golden brown and wispy. Because of their colouration they are also called sun-dragons.

The most outstanding trait of these man-sized creatures is their lambent green eyes. These have the effect of befuddling anyone gazing into them, unless the victim can roll INTx3 or less on d100. If an opponent would first get a luck roll to see if he avoided eye contact. Cf vampires, RO chapter VIII. DM.

Dragon balls also live and hunt alone. They will attack humans only if provoked or hungry.
Tabletop heroes is a regular department covering figures and painting tips by Gary Chalk and Joe Dever.

A Wash and Brush-up

Continuing our guide to painting, this month we’re taking a look at colour wash techniques. A wash is the application of thinned paint, in such way that the recesses and highlighted parts of your figure (e.g. the folds of a cloak) become flooded whilst the raised areas (e.g. shoulders, knees, top of head etc) become coated by a much thinner, almost transparent layer of paint. The more transparent a paint is to begin with, the more effective the wash will be.

We recommend acrylic paint for washes but enamels can be used just as readily, although the finish will be noticeably less brilliant. Generally, however, you’ll get better results from paints with an exceptionally fine pigment—metallics being a little tricky to apply in this fashion, and we suggest that you practice the basic wash technique on a number of figures before attempting anything too complex.

Before applying a wash, be sure to take a number of precautions. Just as a wash will pick out the detail in a casting, so will it exaggerate any blemishes present—cavities, mould lines and the like. Therefore, before applying paint to your figure, make sure that it is free from these defects. We recommend that you follow the following tips to avoid any later problems.

To get rid of large pieces of flash or strange lumps, use a good modelling knife to ‘operate’ on the excess metal. Don’t cut too close to the detail on the figure, otherwise you could well have your first conversion job on your hands! Slight blemishes and anything that remains can be filled (using a needle file) or sanded down (scrunching a bit of emery paper for this) to give the necessary smooth finish. Without all these obvious defects your figure will look all the better once it is painted up, for only a few minutes work beforehand.

Next, undercoat your figure with matt-white—a thin, even coat is best and will show the washes off to their best advantage.

Now, take some pigment (that thick guage at the bottom of the tin!) and thin this down with an appropriate thinner—water for acrylics, white spirit or turpentine for enamels. As a guide to the correct consistency of a wash, try one part paint to two parts thinner; about the same consistency as fountain pen ink.

Next, choose your brush. For normal 25mm human-sized figures, we recommend a size 1, as this will hold a decent charge and permit the paint to run freely over the model. The best wash results are obtained on areas of a figure that are relatively smooth, or feature open details. Most clothing (especially cloaks), shields and scaly creatures (e.g. lizard men, dragons etc) benefit from a colour wash. Areas of intricate texture, eg quilting and armour (especially chainmail), are best dry-brushed: a technique we shall be examining in detail next month. Take your brush of thinned paint and gently apply it to the chosen area of the figure. In some cases, this will be all the shading a figure needs, but most will require further shading once the wash has dried.

Using our shading and highlighting guide (WD69), mix an appropriate high-light colour, but do not thin it out. The more opaque the highlight the better as it has to cover the mid-tone of the previous wash. Apply the highlight where the wash is at its lightest, so as to increase the contrast between light and dark, thereby making the figure more three dimensional.

Although, as we said last issue, coloured inks aren’t particularly good for the overall painting of figures (rubbing when handled), you may like to experiment with them as a secondary wash over one that you have already applied. Over light colours they can give an enriched tone to the figure or, if applied selectively, can give the impression that some areas (without the ink wash) are more weathered (being a lighter colour). Inks, however, will require a matt, absorbent surface to key on to— they’ll simply run off a glossy or shiny surface.

The art of successful wash-painting is to allow the basic wash of colour to do the work for you. As the paint dries, the shading and highlighting will become more evident and realistic.

As you become more adept at the wash technique, try experimenting with multi-ple washes of different colours. Some stunning two-tone effects can be achieved, especially with successive layers of enamal metallics.

This Issue’s Photos
Fig 1 shows an uncoated figure with the first washes added. One leg has been washed in green, the other in crimson with a mauve strip applied onto the wash had dried. Note that the figure has been glued to a temporary base to facilitate handling. Cloaked figures are particularly suited to wash techniques, and Fig 2 shows the cloak of a Citadel Chaos Warrior after the first wash has dried. The next stage will be to add extra shading where necessary, in this case deep purple (a mixture of purple and black). Fig 3, a completed Citadel Vor- dak, illustrates just how effective a colour wash can be. The deep red was achieved by painting the figure with a base coat of Humbrol matt scarlet (Marker Red HT5), and then applying a wash of Tamiya red acrylic once the base coat had dried. Shading was enhanced with chestnut brown before any further detailing was done. If you find that one colour wash leaves your figure a little patchy, let it dry and then apply another coat. The Warrior Priest (Citadel C100/4E) in Fig 4 is sporting two washes of Tamiya Royal Blue acrylic, which gives a particularly vibrant finish. Fig 5 shows a Ral Partha Ogri atop an early Ral Partha land-lizard. This splendid conversion was constructed by the Player’s Guild of Nottingham, and is one of their many innovative set-pieces. We will be featuring several of their primitive-tech creations in the coming months, notably a dwarven hang-gliding battalion and an orcish hot-air balloon! In Fig 6 we see a Citadel’s new War Wyvern painted by its designer, Tony Ackland. The beautiful detail on the wings was achieved by careful dry-brushing. This was applied to several colour washes after they had been delicately shaded.

Fig 7 shows some converted Citadel Spacefarer’s, expertly painted by John Bibby, whose work is well known for his fantasy illustrations. We understand that he favours enamals and gouache paints, which he applies in thin washes. Much of the detail is picked out with a very fine brush pen, in a similar style to his paintings. Alistair and Trisha Morrison are perhaps the only professional husband and wife figure designers in the world! Ali created the Citadel ranges of Oriental Heroes and High Elves, whilst Trisha has just perpetrated the horrid monsters collectively known as the Chaos Beastmen. Fig 8, believe it or not, is the decoration that adorned their wedding cake, caricaturing Ali as a confused troll and Trisha as a harpy. The happy couple honeymooned in Mordor.

Fig 9, we have a magnificent Great Spined Dragon, designed by Nick Bibby and released by Citadel for £15. This model has certainly benefited from the skilful hand of its owner, Kevin Adams. Fig 10, shows an orcish officer and standard bearer converted from recent figures by the Player’s Guild of Nottingham. The banner poles started life as cocktail sticks.
COMING SOON!

DRAGONROAR
The Complete Role Playing System in a Box.

NEW!
Cry Havoc Scenario Book 1 £2.95
Dungeon Brid Pad £1.95
Clear 1st Square Sheet £1.80
Malt Figures 25mm. send s.a.e. for list.
Boxed Games
Samurai Blades £3.95
Siege £3.95
Speed and Steel £3.00
Thunde-ron Gun £6.99
Cry Havoc £9.95
City of Sorcerers £9.95
Starship Captain £12.95
Separate Game Components £2.45 each
Counter Sheet for Samurai Blades
Counter Sheet for Crypt Havoc Counters
Sheet for Siege
Map Deep Space - Star.Capt.
Map 1 The Village
Map 2 The Crossroads
Map 3 The Forest
Map 4 The Castle (of Siege)
Map 5 The Camp (of Siege)
Map 6 The Temple
Map 7 The White Dragon
Card Warriors £1.30 each
Saxon Army
Norman Army
Dungeon Adventure
Savages o Swordsman
Union Infantry
Confederate Infantry
Union Cavalry
Confederate Cavalry
Civil War Artillery

Gaming Accessories
Dice Polyhedral
Set of 5 (inked) £1.20
Character Sheet Pad £1.95
Hex Paper Pad £1.95
Macro Hex Pad £1.95
Jumbo 1st 1 sq Floor Plan Pad
- 10 shts (brown) £2.95
Jumbo 1st 1 sq Floor Plan Pad
- 10 shts (blue) £2.95
Jumbo Hex Numbered
- 10 shts 15mm £2.95
Jumbo Hex Unnumbered
- 10 shts 25mm £2.95
Clear Hex Sht No’d 15mm £1.80
Clear Hex Sht 25mm £1.80
Dungeon Accessory Pack 1
- Boxed £2.95
Dungeon Accessory Pack 2
- Boxed £2.95
Felt Hex - 6ftx4ft. Available in green, blue, sand, black £12.95.
Plain Felt 72" Wide. Colours as above £5.25 per metre.

STANDARD GAMES & PUBLICATIONS LIMITED
Arlon House, Station Road, Kings Langley, Herts WD4 4QF.
Mail Order - Please send your cheque/postal order to above address. Post
Package. U.K. add 10% to orders under £8.00.
Overseas - add 30% to total cost. For free brochure send s.a.e.
ACCESS taken. Trade enquiries welcome worldwide.
U.S.A. Wargames, 1410 Promenade Bank Centre,
Richmond, Texas 77408. Tel 214-367-0360

MEDWAY GAMES CENTRE
1 CHURCH STREET
CHATHAM, KENT
Tel: MEDWAY (0634) 814750
Fantasy Games, Board Games
Computer Games, Citadel Miniatures
and Sovereign Miniatures.

Open Mon-Sat 9.30-5.30
(Closed Wednesday)

OTHERWORLD ARTIFACTS
25mm Scale building accessories
* NEW ITEMS NOW AVAILABLE *
For illustrated details of latest additions to the range (Codes OW123 up) plus our new builders
reference sheet (to help you design more exciting
settings) Send 20p has an s.a.e.
If you do not have our illustrated catalogue,
then you can get one (also containing the new
pages as above) by sending £1.20 to
OTHERWORLD ARTIFACTS 'FABLES',
14 ELM PARK ROAD, HAVANT, HANTS,
PO9 2AD
(Tel: Havant 483042)
The illustration shown is SET 9
‘Warriors Watchtower’ 15” high in authentic cast
stone. Price £13.00 (allow 28 days for delivery)
* Xmas orders must reach us by 24th November
* Trade enquiries welcome,*
Barclaycard & Access welcome

NOT JUST STAMPS
17/19 Crendon Street,
High Wycombe, Bucks.
Tel: (0494) 41717
Open Mon-Sat 9.30am-5.30pm
Closed all day Wednesday
STOCKISTS OF ALL FANTASY &
WAR GAMES. MAIL ORDER (lists
on request). Discounts for clubs,
and player contact board.

GAMES 'N' MODELS
66 GEORGE STREET,
HULL, NORTH HUMBERSIDE.
TELEPHONE: (0482) 24910
DAILY OPENING HOURS: 10am till 5pm

FANTASY GAMES
BOARD GAMES, CITADEL MINIATURES,
CEREMONIAL STUDIOS FIGURES, MAGAZINES.

Please mention White Dwarf when replying to advertisements
ON ITS WAY FROM ACROSS THE POND

With the up to Xmas, predictably there's a plethora of new games, supplements etc. I've already mentioned some of them in other issues, and here's a run-down of the rest: from Crown has Merus I (£7.95), Longfellow's name was released for the first time of their History of Russia II series, Hitler versus Napoleon, naval combat (like Starfire's system) repackaged in a box for Star Fleet Battles, Supplement 2 (£3.85), SFB Supplement for New Empires, Crown have released a new role-playing game to spearhead their winter offerings - an '84 war in '79 Europe called Twilight, the boxed format (€16.95). For Traveller's there's a re-release of Striker (apparently not a new version) and the Traveller Atlas, both £16.95. Further still are several new RPGs, and accessory books to their systems. Vengeance of the Scarlet Empress (both £5.50), Politicus from the Shadow of Dracula, Glaetona's 'Gambit' and Rolemaster for Time Master (all £5.95). They also have another RPG called Star Quest, not surprisingly a Sci-Fi RPG (£12.95) and with it the first SA scenario of the same name (£6.95). Gamebooks release two additions to their Secrets of the Labyrinth and Intrigue on the North Bank, no prices or details. Finally, Sleuth (€9.95), a new adventure for Queen's Park Affair Consulting Detective.

BURLEY BLURB

Co-writer of Golden Heroes, Simon Burley has just launched his Superhero UK Fanzine devoted to all Superhero role-playing games in the UK, and is available from 20 Honesdale Close, H aston, Birmingham, 20, at 65p plus postage.

GOSSIP

*Over the past four years or so, Parkers (makers of Risk etc) and Milton Bradley have been looking to enter the hobby games market in the US, Parker's top staff have been looking to enter the hobby games market in the US. Milton Bradley's Midland Earth, a roll of the dice, and we can only hope for the future that these two companies will succeed.

BOOK TALK

Penguin has released Caverns of the Snow Witch and House of Hell, both £6.95. Hitchinsow's Shadowbook has the third in the Lone Wolf series, Caverns of the Raithe. Software adaptations of popular gamebooks continue apace with the first two Lone Wolf books: Flight from the Dark and Fire on the Water (€6.95) and Citadel of Chaos (€6.95). J. C. Brennan's second attempt to write a classic gamebook has brought us Demontrap, with two initial titles, Fire and Crypts of Terror (€1.50 each); they are certainly better than Gnomefruit.

TREKKIE CON

Trek II '95 3rd - 6th May - Adelphi Hotel, Liverpool. Confirmed guests include Mark Leonard (Sarek), and noted science fiction writers James White and Lisa Tuttle. The main programme includes a three day exhibition, Stand 128, between the 31 December and 6 January. Further details are available from: Trekki Eire, 59 Deringham Avenue Manor Park, London E12. Enlose a SAE or IRC for details.

NEXT ISSUE

Beyond the Shadow of a Dream, a D&D/Fafighting fantasy scenario, Spice of Life, alchemy in RuneQuest, Eye of Neat Part 3, more magic items, An Introduction to Superhero Roleplay, a special Treasure Chest scenario competition and all the regular departments.
IF ADVENTURE HAS A GAME,
IT MUST BE INDIANA JONES!

The hottest film of 1984 is now the hottest adventure game of 1984.

Now you can be part of the action, too! Search lost ruins for fabulous treasures! Recover stolen artifacts from foul Nazis!

Or race through the jungle to escape hostile natives! You make the choices. Can INDIANA JONES survive? It's up to you!

THE ADVENTURES OF INDIANA JONES** Role-Playing Game features stand-up figures, a rules booklet, adventure clues, special maps, Referee's Screen—everything you need to enjoy your own adventure.

Available now at all fine toy, hobby, and bookstores. From TSR, Inc., the producers of the world-famous DUNGEONS & DRAGONS Fantasy Role-Playing Game.
We don’t claim to have every game & figure in the
universe but you’ll be surprised just how much we have!

WE CARRY ALL MAJOR AND MOST MINOR ROLE-PLAYING SYSTEMS WITH A FULL
SUPPORTING CAST OF SCENARIOS AND BACK-UP MATERIAL

WE STOCK ALMOST EVERY CONFLICT BOARDGAME CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN THE
UK. OUR 2nd HAND GAMES SECTION OFFERS OUT OF PRINT GAMES.

WE OFFER AN EXTENSIVE CHOICE OF HISTORICAL AND FANTASY FIGURES BY:
ASGARD, CHRONICLE, CITADEL, DENIZEN, CORVUS, ESSEX, GRENADIER AND OTHERS

IN 15mm YOU’LL FIND JACOBITE AND TABLETOP FANTASY, SF AND
AND HISTORICAL MODELS.

PLUS QT SPACESHIPS AND GROUND VEHICLES, SKY TREX 1/300 MODERN.
ROS AND HEROICS 1/300th FIGURES.

ALL THIS WITH A FULL LOGISTIC SUPPORT OF ACRYLIC AND ENAMEL PAINTS, 50
PLUS DIFFERENT RULES SETS, 25 PLUS DIFFERENT MAGAZINE TITLES, DICE, GALLIA
BUILDINGS, PRINCE AUGUST CAST YOUR OWN, INTEGRAL TERRAIN, TORCHLIGHT
DUNGEONS AND ..................

OPEN 11.00-5.30, LATE NIGHT THURSDAY 7.30, SATURDAY 10.00-6.00. CLOSED SUNDAYS

---

Wellington Terrace, Bayswater Rd.,
Notting Hill Gate, London W2
Tel: 01-727-9275

MAIL ORDER WELCOME
BARCLAYCARD & ACCESS ACCEPTED
The Keys of Bled. The Keys of Bled is the fastest growing play-by-mail game. It embraces a full game system, with multiple group movement, combat, leadership and supply issues. Extensive setting is provided by the games back story. The Keys of Bled is a large SAE for details to: KOB (W), 86 King Street, Penrith, Kent.

DM AD
A game assistance programme for the BRP system. Creates characters and monsters, handles encounters, etc. BM computer, with fast moving rules. Full scale rules and back story for the 28K Spectrum. Only: 95 = (45 x 50p) plus SAE or C7.

Andromeda Edge. The Wars for the Rim. Latest computerized job of PBEM from Living, coming early in Spring. Fun and fast moving rules. Starship crew carries out operations on the galactic rim using ship design, tech and weapons collection, colonization, diplomacy, etc. Mix of adventure, war and strategy. More than 'E's each. For further details contact: John Boyes, Box 158, New York City, Stamey, Plymouth PL2 3YF.

SPS: Offers an unique service, all figures available run/painted. Over 300 fantasy miniatures, all mint, size and condition. Figures are from various companies. SAE: 200 / prices. Full details on request.

DM AID
Aid gamers create characters, monsters, handle encounters etc. BM computer, with fast moving rules. Full scale rules and back story for the 28k Spectrum. Only: 95 = (45 x 50p) plus SAE or C7.
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A distant crook crowed the start of another day for many people, but for me it was the greatest of my life. Having attended to my ablutions, and washed and shaved, I donned my best finery, a powder-grey cape and breeches, with crimson shirt and boots. To top it all I had selected a silver circlet in preference to my hat. I strutted and postured in front of the mirror, I mentally traversed the interview.

Welcome to The Registrar, Mr. Andrews.

"You look very dandy."

"Sir, sorry, I didn't know what came over me. Please forgive me, my lord Andrews."

"Call me Tom and I'll be lucky I had a good night's sleep."

"Thank you, sir, thank you.

I didn't know what came over me."

At the death of my first love and I grieved and howled low. An extremely feminine noise, and I considered it to be a failure. The reversed powers it would not only be seen as inappropriate but also might lead to a right thinking policy?

In this frame of mind I turned heel and left my [at present] humble abode.

A few market traders were wheezing barriers to the square as pale beams of the new sun washed over the city. It looked almost peaceful.

With this said I sauntered along the swaying streets.

The bright cleaned mast had been impressive as the gun had nearly reached the top and I only started scaffolding was awe-inspiring. I looked something that had been tipped out of a wheelbarrow. As I looked at it, I could feel a strange whoring sensation. My face was a sea of laughter. The few moments of my vision, I heard a voice saying:

"Well, gonnion,"

"Your very new arranged profile with both hands, I slowly slid off the chair as the artistic profile of pan landed his way into my face."

I came to the thought of "Is it really worth it?" crooned my mind. As sensations returned so did a thrilling ache that replaced my visage. A face a and a shout of ‘Yippee!’

I seem to have problems with landing on the side of a step and tumbled down a dozen before I stopped. As I got up, as a familiar wheezing noise assailed my ears. Without turning round I turned up my nose as crimson with embarrassment as a certain guard's was with mirth. I didn't care myself until I got home, hoping it would teach me a lesson. What a stupid idea!

Next month Andrews on his journey and arrival into the strange and unpredictable environment of The Academy of Elite. What will his new occupation be? Maybe we'll find out next time.

Programmers. We realise you are the life-blood and future of computer entertainment. If you have a utility programme which you feel would be advantageous to other computer owners that have a different interest, original and marketable, please get in touch: we'll spread the word to your other users' advantage.

CATALOGUE

Send £1.00 and you will receive our latest stock list and you will also get monthly updates for the following three months included in the price. This should keep you abreast of all that happens in the world of software.

Hardware

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DEC TTY/232 TTY/232 TTY/232 TTY</td>
<td>75.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEC VT/220 TTY/220 TTY/220 TTY</td>
<td>85.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEC VT/110 TTY/110 TTY/110 TTY</td>
<td>95.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEC VT/120 TTY/120 TTY/120 TTY</td>
<td>105.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please select from the following titles:

E.R.O.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8080-8085</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8086-8087</td>
<td>11.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8088-8089</td>
<td>12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8090-8091</td>
<td>13.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please order by name and address. Your order will be processed within 5 working days.
STEP INTO ANOTHER WORLD AT

GAMES WORKSHOP

...IT WILL LEAVE YOU SPEECHLESS!

GAMES WORKSHOP

MANCHESTER
Unit 162, Marsden Way,
Arndale Centre (Tel: 832 6883)
Open Mon - Sat 9.30am - 5.30pm

SHEFFIELD
95 The Moor (Tel: 750114)
Open Mon - Sat 9.30am - 5.30pm

NOTTINGHAM
41a Broadwalk, Broadmarsh Centre
(Tel: 585744)
Open Mon - Sat 9.30am - 5.30pm

BIRMINGHAM
Unit 37, West Court
New Street Shopping Centre
(Tel: 632 4804)
Open Mon - Sat 9.30am - 5.30pm

LONDON
1 Dalling Road, Hammersmith, W6
(Tel: 741 3445)
Open Mon - Sat 9.30am - 5.30pm
Thurs. 9.30am - 7.30pm
Nearest tube: Ravenscourt Park

FREE COMPETITION!
NEW!

ARMY & NAVY
MODELWORLD

THE MAGAZINE FOR EVERYONE INTERESTED IN
MILITARY MODELLING & WAR GAMES

Monthly features on:
Ancients  Middle Ages  Napoleonic
20th Century  Workshop Hints
Painting Tips  Navy Battles  Society News

A MUST FOR YOUR NEXT 95p

Telephone 01-733 2831 for FREE copy or order a regular copy from your newsagent.

MILLPARK (Modelling) LTD, MINT HOUSE, 6 STANLEY PARK RD, WALLINGTON, SURREY. SM5 0EY.
Annual subscription rates inc. postage UK & Eire £12, Europe £19 (surface), £25 (airmail); rest of World £19 (surface), £36 (airmail).
For currency other than Sterling, please add the equivalent of £1 to cover bank charges.

I enclose cheque/postal order to the value of

NAME ____________________________
ADDRESS __________________________

Please mention White Dwarf when replying to advertisements
Dungeon Dwellers

25mm FIGURES FOR FANTASY ROLE-PLAYING GAMES
by FAST MAIL ORDER

PACK 1 BASIC DUNGEON ADVENTURERS:
Magic User, Thief, Cleric, 2 x Fighters
£1.50

PACK 2 BASIC DUNGEON ADVENTURERS:
Magic User, Thief, Cleric, 2 x Fighters
£1.50

PACK 3 DEMI-HUMAN ADVENTURERS
2 x Elves, 2 x Dwarfs, 2 x Halflings
£1.50

PACK 4 FEMALE DUNGEON ADVENTURERS
Magic User, Thief, Cleric, 2 x Fighters
£1.50

PACK 5 FEMALE DEMI-HUMAN ADVENTURERS
2 x Elves, 2 x Dwarfs, 2 x Halflings
£1.50

PACK 6 GOBLIN TERRORISTS
5 Different Goblins
£1.50

PACK 7 MONSTERS
Werewolf, 2 x Trolls, Lesser Demon of Malice
£1.50

PACK 8 WRAITH RIDER ON
(4 Pieces)
£2.50

PACK 9 HEROIC FIGHTERS
Five Different Armoured Fighters
£1.75

PACK 10 ORC WARBAND
Five Different Orc Warriors
£1.75

PACK 11 OLD ENGLISH DRAGON
8" Long Dragon with Spread Wings (4 pieces)
£4.50

RIEDER DESIGN
DUNGEON DWELLERS & ALCHEMY METAL WEAR
FAST CHRISTMAS MAIL ORDER
Please Make Cheques Payable to Rieder Design Ltd.

POSTAGE & PACKING
Please add 50p Carriage per order (any size) plus an
additional £1 if ordering 'Parch Marque' (sent separately).
Send an SAE plus extra 17p stamp for colour brochure
(also sent with every order).

RIEDER DESIGN Ltd. DEPT 1/2,
5 Braunstone Gate, Leicester, LE3 5LH.
Telephone (0533) 549182

Also Available from Selected Shops

Please mention White Dwarf when replying to advertisements
### ALCHEMY
metal-wear

**CHRISTMAS GIFTS by FAST MAIL ORDER**

#### THE FIRE DRAGON PEWTER MINIATURE PHOTO FRAME
Solid Pewter, Antiqued and Polished with Glass, and Beige Back  £7.95

#### SEAL SIGNET

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RS1</td>
<td></td>
<td>£3.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 'PARCHE MARQUE' STATIONARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td></td>
<td>£3.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### SEALING WAX

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B2</td>
<td></td>
<td>£3.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### LEATHER THONG (separate)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B3</td>
<td></td>
<td>£3.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### SOLID PEWTER BRIDLES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td></td>
<td>£3.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### SOLID PEWTER PENDANTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>Riddles Axe</td>
<td>£3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>Chaos Runesword</td>
<td>£3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>Thor's Hammer</td>
<td>£3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>Celtic Cross</td>
<td>£3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>Kannaboom Snakes</td>
<td>£3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>Double Axe</td>
<td>£3.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### EARRINGS (Polished Pewter, Silver Plated Wires)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E1</td>
<td>Ritual Dagger</td>
<td>£3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2</td>
<td>Riddles Axe</td>
<td>£3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E3</td>
<td>Chaos Runesword</td>
<td>£3.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### KEY FORS (Gold Plated, Stitched Leather Fold)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K1</td>
<td>Back Tailsman</td>
<td>£1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K2</td>
<td>Dragons Head</td>
<td>£1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K3</td>
<td>Netherworld Skull</td>
<td>£1.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### RINGS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cast in Solid Bronze or Nickel Silver (state which)</td>
<td>£4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skull</td>
<td>£3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dragon</td>
<td>£3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eagle</td>
<td>£3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Fairest Seal Signet (with seal, bronze only)</td>
<td>£1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seal Signet in Pewter (with sealing wax)</td>
<td>£1.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Envelopes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bright White only</td>
<td>£0.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**GAMES CENTRE**

**A NEW LEAD IN LEEDS...**

**OUR NEW LEEDS BRANCH OPENS IN DECEMBER.**

**IF YOU HAVEN'T A CLUE FOR XMAS SOLVE THE PROBLEM AT:**

**VIRGIN GAMES CENTRE, 22 OXFORD ST. LONDON W1N 9LS.**

**PHONE 01-637 7911**

---

**"THE WIZARD’S DEN"**

62 Bridge Street

Berwick-upon-Tweed

The Borders Stockist.

For D&D Games and Accessories

Painted Figures at excellent prices always available

---

**THE "WARLORD" GAMES SHOP**

10 Skerry Hill

Mansfield, Notts

Open Monday 1pm-6pm

Wednesday 2pm-7pm

Remainder 10am-6pm

Stockist of Citadel, Asgard, Essex Miniatures; Torchlight and Gallia products and more

---

**denizen**

25mm fantasy

NEW PRICES

FANTASY RANGE

FA1, 3, 4, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 22,

23, 25, 26, 33, 34, 36, 38, 39

FA2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 20, 21, 24, 27, 28,

29, 30a, 30b, 31, 32, 39

FA37 80p

FA40 1.05

P&P: up to £2.50: add 25p

over £2.50: add 10%

SAE for fully illustrated list

DENIZEN MINIATURES

4a Powis Square, Brighton,

Sussex BN1 3HH

---

Please mention White Dwarf when replying to advertisements
THE CONVENTION WHERE GAMING COMES FIRST

On FRIDAY, SATURDAY & SUNDAY
29th, 30th & 31st MARCH 1985 at READING UNIVERSITY

Special guest E. GARY GYGAX

Starting at 12 noon on Friday, and continuing until 6.00 pm on Sunday. GamesFair '85 features:

• THE AD&D® OPEN CHAMPIONSHIP — An individual, knockout competition to find the British AD&D Champion of 1985. Held over Saturday and Sunday, this limited entry event must be booked in advance.

• ALL THE NEW AND ESTABLISHED FAVOURITES — Including MARVEL SUPERHEROES™ game, STAR FRONTIERS® game, DRAGONQUEST® game, Traveller, RuneQuest, 1829, Railway Rivals, Call of Cthulhu, Illuminati, En Garde and many more.

• AD&D TEAM COMPETITION — A fun, single-round competition for teams of 5 players on Friday afternoon. Team leaders: send an SSAE for more information.

• RESIDENTIAL OR NON-RESIDENTIAL PLACES — Non-residential bookings entitle you to full use of all the convention facilities including inexpensive hot and cold food, extended bar (adults only), ideal gaming areas and an impressive array of arcade computer games. Residential bookings entitle you to all these plus two nights in a private bedroom and full breakfast on Saturday and Sunday. Booking in advance is essential. There will be NO tickets for sale on the door.

WE NEED YOUR HELP. Reliable, careful, experienced DMs are needed to help run the AD&D competitions. Please mark your application form accordingly if you would like to help us.

Successful bookings will be confirmed by post. Full details and confirmation of events will be given in the GamesFair programme, which will be mailed to attendees in February. Only those who book in advance can be admitted.

Refunds (minus a £2.00 administration charge) will only be possible on cancellations made before 31st January 1985.

Persons under 14 years of age cannot be admitted.

Bookings accompanied by an incomplete list of names or the incorrect money will be returned unprocessed.

GAMESFAIR '84 WAS SOLD OUT TWO MONTHS IN ADVANCE
SO BOOK EARLY TO AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT.
TICKETS WILL NOT BE AVAILABLE AT THE DOOR.

PA Discount applies to member's ticket only. If booking for more than one person please include ALL names and addresses.

The symbols ® and ™ denote trademarks owned by TSR Inc, Wisconsin, USA.

BOOKING FORM — Please read ALL the small print before booking

Please make cheques/POs payable to TSR UK Ltd, and send to the organisers at: GamesFair, TSR UK Ltd, The Mill, Rathmore Road, CAMBRIDGE CB1 4AD. Telephone (0223) 212517.

Please send me ... residential ticket(s) for GamesFair '85 at £29.00 (£27.00 for PA members) each. £ ......

Please send me ... non-residential ticket(s) for GamesFair '85 at £8.00 (£7.50 for PA members) each. £ ......

I do/do not wish to enter the AD&D Open. Fee £1.50 £ ......

TOTAL £ ......

I am/am not a member of the PA.
My membership number is

I do/do not wish to help DM one of the competitions.
(Please give brief details of your experience - including age - on a separate sheet).

My name: My address:

53 Please mention White Dwarf when replying to advertisements
RITZ TOYS
100 Queensmere Slough, Berks.
Telephone: 753 0678
Open Mon-Sat 9.00-5.30

Large selection of D&D, RuneQuest, Tunnels & Trolls, Traveller, Citadel Miniatures, Boxed Fantasy & Science Fiction Games

SWANSEA MODELS & HOBBIES
Plymouth Street Swansea SA1 3QQ
Open Mon-Thurs & Sat 9.00-5.30

Games and Miniatures stocked Worldwide Mail Order Service a speciality

TORCHLIGHT
Fantasy Products
Bring your games into the third dimension now!
* Winter catalogue now out!
  DUNGEON STARTER PACK (Mail Order only) North £12.50 + P&P, South £13.00
  RITZ TOLKIEN ADVENTURE PACK (Mail Order only) North £25.00 + P&P for just £21.50, P&P FREE for all others, includes items A3, A4, A6x2, A7, A11, B3, B2x3, C3, C4, C5, C7, C9, C10, C15, C18. Plus S2 or S4. If S2 is chosen, C4 replaced by C14. For more detailed list and free sample copy, send SAE now to: Torchlight Fantasy Products (Dept. W), 23 Clifton Road, Southend-on-Sea, Essex SS1 1AB.

WINTER CATALOGUE OUT NOW!
Main London stockists: Virgin Games Centre, 22 Oxford Street.

Witch Lowry's
A Bad Councillor's Dream £3.25

TABLETOP GAMES
53 MANSFIELD ROAD, DAYBOOK, NOTTINGHAM
P&P 15% (min 10p) in UK
OVERSEAS: Surface Mail 15% (min 10p) + Annual 60%

New 15mm REAPER FIGURES
Lizardman with Spear 20p
Lizardman with Axe 20p
Goblin with Spear 20p
Goblin with Axe 20p
Centaur with Bow 20p
Centaur with Spear 20p
Drach with Axe 20p
Orchid with Axe 12p
Orchid with Scimitar 12p
Orchid with Axe & Spear 12p
Giant with Axe 20p
Orchid mounted on Dragon 50p

CHARIOTS
Gord (10p) £1.99
Evil (1p) £1.99

FOOTBALL PLAYERS
DRAGONS
With Lorical Chariot
Red Dragon £1.50
Black Dragon £1.50

DEMONS
Winged Fiend (30mm) 40p
Winged Fiend (40mm) 60p
Babog (35mm) 85p
Manticores 2 Giant Spits 20p

GOBLINS
Goblin Standard Bearer 25p
Goblin advancing with Spear 50p
Goblin attacking with Sword 100p
Goblin attacking with Axe 25p

CHARIOTS
2 Horse, Scythed Chariot with Rider 60p

METAL MAGIC
SUPER NEW RANGE OF 25mm FANTASY FIGURES BY GERMANY'S LEADING DESIGNER FROM TTG

FIGHTERS
1a Paladin in Plate 40p
1b Fighter in Scale with Mace 40p
1b Fighter in Scale with Axe 40p
1c Fighter in Chainsword with Sword 40p
2a Female Fighter with Axe 40p
2b Female Fighter with Bow 40p
2c Defender with Shield 40p
3a Female Fighter drawing Sword 40p
3b Female Fighter in Plate with Sword 40p

WIZARDS
3a Wizard reading spell from Book 40p
3b Wizard with Staff 40p
4a Warlock casting spell on Book 40p
4b Warlock casting spell on Wizard 40p
4c Warlock casting spell on Man 40p
4d Warlock casting spell on Man 40p
4e Warlock casting spell on Man 40p
4f Warlock casting spell on Man 40p

BARBARIANS
5a With Sword & Dagger 40p
5b Full Barbarian 40p
5c Viking Barbarian 40p
5d Barbarian in Scale with Axe 40p
5e Barbarian with 2-handed Sword 40p

DWARFS
7a Dwarf with Poleaxe 40p
7b Dwarf with Warhammer 40p
7c Dwarf with Axe 40p
7d Dwarf with Sword & Shield 40p
7e Dwarf in Scale with Sword 40p

ELVES
8a Elf standing with Spear 40p
8b Elf advancing with Spear 40p
8c Elf in firing Bow 40p
8d Female Elf with Bow 40p
8e Female Elf with Sword & Shield 40p

SKELETONS
11a Skeleton in Chaimail with Sword 40p
11b Hooded Skeleton 40p
11c Skeleton in Scale with Sword 40p
11d Skeleton with Dagger 40p
11e Armoured and drawing Sword 40p

CHARISMA
Gord (10p) £1.99
Evil (1p) £1.99

RACE & ROLE PLAYING RULES
2.20 SCALE CARS & VEHICLES FOR ROLE PLAYING GAMES

SPECIAL OFFER

BATTLEWAGONS

BATTLEWAGONS

BATTLEWAGONS

BATTLEWAGONS

BATTLEWAGONS

BATTLEWAGONS
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THE NEW FORCE IN SOFTWARE

THE GAME OF DEADLY DRIVING
BATTLECARS
FOR 48K SPECTRUM

D-DAY
FOR 48K SPECTRUM

Tower of Despair
48K SPECTRUM

GAMES WORKSHOP

GAMES WORKSHOP is the UK's largest fantasy and adventure games company, with ten years experience behind it. Now we're using our expertise to create the best in computer games, and the first three are BATTLECARS, D-DAY, and TOWER OF DESPAIR - each with over 90K of programming!

BATTLECARS is the deadly sport of the future... arm your battlecar with your chosen weapons, and select your battleground, a gruelling speed circuit or a town centre labyrinth. BATTLECARS is a one or two player game of skill, nerve and cunning.

D-DAY is a superb graphic wargame based on the Normandy landings of 1944. Two players take the Allied and German sides, battling through four separate scenarios. D-DAY offers an enduring tactical challenge to players tired of simple arcade action.

In TOWER OF DESPAIR, Games Workshop has used its ten years of experience in role-playing games to create an outstanding adventure. It includes two entire 48K programs, and a guide containing a history, map, and illustrated clues.

FOR 48K SPECTRUM AND SHORTLY FOR THE COMMODORE 64
£7.95 EACH FROM ALL GOOD SHOPS OR DIRECT FROM:
MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT, GAMES WORKSHOP LTD.,
27 - 29 SUNBEAM ROAD, LONDON NW10.
The Adventure to blow your mind
Because you write the adventure on your computer...in English!

The only restriction to your adventures is your imagination. The range of possible game creations is almost inexhaustible.

AdventureWriter does not allow you to get bored. Every game is automatically error-trapped - and can be saved on disk or tape. All you do is create the adventure... in plain English. Once you're happy with an adventure, you can sell it to your friends or market it through the AdventureWriter library of ready-to-run games. If accepted, a royalty will be winging its way to you!

AdventureWriter will run on either Commodore 64, Atari or Apple II computers. Demand it from your dealer today! Tell him it's available through Terry Blood, P.C.S., Tiger or CentreSoft. Or order now - fill in the coupon below.

Please send me my AdventureWriter disk for:
Atari [ ] Commodore 64 [ ] Apple II [ ] Price £24.95 each.
Overseas orders add £1. I enclose a cheque/PO/IMO for £____ made payable to CodeWriter Ltd.
Name __________________________
Address __________________________
Postcode __________________________

Post to: CodeWriter Ltd CodeWriter House PO Box 33 Basingstoke RG24 0UG Tel: 0256 27844

AWWDJ